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Abstract

Magneto hydrodynamic (MHD) instabilities in magnetically confined plasmas are responsible
for different phenomena of relevance in the transport of particles and energy. Plasma
oscillations can limit the operational space of most experimental devices, therefore their
study and understanding may lead to find the way to control them and achieving better plasma
performance.
In the flexible heliac device TJ-II, an almost current-free and low magnetic shear stellarator, collective oscillations are commonly observed in plasmas heated with microwave or
neutral particle beams. Frequently, low mode number oscillations, systematically linked to
low order rational values of the rotational transform (namely, to their associated magnetic
islands chain), are found to lead fast-particle and/or thermal-plasma confinement degradation.
The present work summarizes some studies performed in the TJ-II stellarator to investigate
the role of magnetic islands dynamics in plasma confinement.
Tearing mode (TM) activity is often detected as intense and coherent modes in Mirnov
coils signal spectra during the low-confinement phase (L-mode) of neutral beam (NBI) heated
plasmas. Their rotation speed is generally close to the plasma flow velocity and the resolved
mode numbers correspond to the lowest rational values contained in the rotational transform
profile of each magnetic configuration, so the measured mode frequencies are rather low (tens
of kHz) and scale with their poloidal mode number. Nevertheless, under co-NBI heating (that
flattens the magnetic shear profile), the rotating structures can become faster than the plasma
flow, apparently driven by an additional velocity in the electron diamagnetic drift direction.
At some critical plasma conditions dependent on plasma profiles, the TM may change their
stable behaviour into a pulsed magnetic activity. Mirnov coil signals show repeated magnetic
bursts and their spectrograms reveal that stable modes change into intermittent (with≈1 ms
repetition period) frequency stripes starting at around doubled frequency and rapidly (≈0.3
ms) decreasing to frequencies slightly above the stable rotation value. Coinciding with the
magnetic pulses, collapses of small intensity local transport barriers are observed, akin to
minor disruptions, and during the magnetic fluctuations-free periods, barriers build up again.
This cyclic process, resembling an ELMy-like phase, can be sustained, if heating and/or
fuelling are not modified. As well, rotating islands, which in essence provide a wave for
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the magnetic components, can interact with shear Alfvén waves giving rise to new coherent
modes. This new coupling of TM with Alfvén waves has been identified for the first time in
TJ-II in L-mode plasmas under full NBI power (≈0.9 MW).
On the other hand, magnetic islands can be locked in the laboratory frame, as is the
magnetic field itself in stellarators. The interaction of shear-Alfvén waves with static magnetic
island chains might open new gaps in the continuum spectrum, which would enable for the
existence of weakly damped Alfvénic modes. This kind of wave coupling, MIAEs (magnetic
island induced Alfvén eigenmode), has been proposed to explain the origin of some Alfvénic
waves in the intermediate frequency range ( fT M < f < fHAE ) during NBI heating in TJ-II.
Acoustic like modes with frequencies in the range of 15-40 kHz have been first identified in TJ-II during Electron Cyclotron Resonance (ECR) heating, where a considerable
population of fast electrons is generated. They exhibit standing wave like behaviour in the
poloidal plane, as geodesic acoustic modes (GAM), but propagate at around the ion sound
speed in the toroidal direction, as ion sound waves (ISW). Their fundamental mode number
is (m=2, n=1), and frequency scales with acoustic speed. Modes can be occasionally bursting
in intensity with rapid decreases in frequency (≈20 %), in coincidence with pulses of fast
electron lost from the plasma core, which may suggest a nonlinear interaction of acoustic
mode with fast electrons in velocity space. The necessary condition for exciting the acoustic
modes is having finite size low-order magnetic islands in the plasma bulk, likely because the
long confinement time of fast electrons in the vicinity of islands favours wave-fast electron
interaction.
The results of the studies described in this thesis show that rational surfaces may help to
regulate plasma transport due to the multiple means that they interact with thermal plasma,
fast particle populations, and plasma waves. We hope that this work can contribute to future
stellarator design and operation procedures.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Magnetic confinement fusion (MCF) devices rely on the establishment of toroidally nested
magnetic field tubes to confine fusion relevant plasmas, where the main ions must have
energies on the order of 10 keV. The first goal is reaching controlled nuclear fusion based on
the deuterium-tritium (DT) reaction, which generates 3.5 MeV alpha particles that should be
also sufficiently confined to provide plasma re-heating. During the last 60 years, mainly two
MCF concepts have been built and studied in many laboratories around the world: tokamak
and stellarator. Several reviews about MCF, covering theory, technology and diagnostic
issues (see for example [1–3]) are available containing literature at all levels.
Broadly speaking, the confining magnetic flux-surfaces in tokamak devices are formed
once the poloidal field produced by an intense toroidal current induced in the plasma is
added to an externally imposed toroidal field (see schematic view of tokamak concept in
figure 1.1). Consequently, there is a strong feedback between plasma confinement and
confining magnetic field, which makes tokamak plasmas a complex physical system: rapidly
growing instabilities can destroy the magnetic configuration and provoke a major disruption.
Besides, as the inductive current drive has a limit, the tokamak must be a pulsed device
unless non-inductive current production methods are applied in a safe way. For these
reasons, two difficult requisites for a tokamak-based commercial reactor are steady-state
and disruption-free operation. Despite this, the tokamak is a well-developed concept that
has many significant advantages as a consequence of its axisymmetric-torus geometry, like
acceptably good confinement and manufacturing properties. In the stellarator concept, the
confining magnetic flux surfaces are generated by external coils. Since in these devices
there is no demand of intense plasma currents, their operation is free from current-induced
major disruptions and can be steady-state. However, their lack of axial-symmetry results in
much worse confinement of thermal and energetic particles, and the engineering demands are
stronger than for tokamaks. Neverthless a big effort has been done to optimize stellarators in
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order to make them approach some kind of geometrical symmetry to improve confinement
properties.
Since the boom of stellarator research in the 1980s [4], substantial progress has been
made in demonstrating stellarator as a promising option for fusion, where higher plasma
parameters and currentless operation have been achieved by applying advanced heating
methods. Two main types of devices have been actively studied, depending on the magnetic
field generation coils: stellarators with continuous helical coils, called heliotron/torsatron
(such as Heliotron E, ATF or CHS), and heliac/helias stellarators that use discrete sets of
coils (such as TJ-II, W7-A or W7-AS).
The last two decades witness two big engineering achievements: the large helical device
(LHD) operated since 1998, and the Wendelstein 7-X (W7-X) that recently (2015) produced
its first plasma. The two devices have different configuration: LHD is a heliotron while W7-X
is a helias. But both of them are characterized by their similar dimensions, being the major
radii 3.6 m for LHD and 5.5 m for W7-X, and the minor radii more than half a metre. Their
magnetic fields, whose strength at axis can reach ≈ 3T, are generated by superconducting
magnetic coils and have been highly optimized to increase the confinement capability and
instability threshold. In LHD, advanced heating methods have significantly pushed the
operation regime boundary; electron temperature can be as high as ≈ 10 keV using electron
cyclotron resonant (ECR) Heating, and separately ion temperature can also reach ≈ 13
keV using neutral beam injection heating; volume averaged β (plasma pressure/magnetic
pressure), which is a measure of economic use of magnetic field, can reach 5%. Wendelstein
7-X aims to demonstrate the potential of a stellarator for a steady state operation reactor.
More specific goals are: achievement of adequate confinement of fusion relevant plasma,
long-term and stationary operation, attaining high beta plasma, test of island divertor, and
control of impurity transport [5].
Plasma parameters and operation space increase if: magnetic field is more optimized,
plasma size is enlarged, and heating power is redoubled. However, there are MHD instabilities
that limit steady-state, especially in high-confinement plasma operation. They are mostly
in the form of low mode number electromagnetic fluctuations, causing thermal or/and fast
particle transport. However experimental results suggest that plasma pressure is not the only
ingredient; in fact, those collective activities are always related with low order rational in the
plasma, and fast particles are partial or fully involved. In present devices, understanding of
plasma instabilities and the related thermal/fast particle transport would be very beneficial
to extend the operation regimes and propose reliable control tools to prevent catastrophic
events.

1.1 Rotational transform and magnetic island
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Figure 1.1 Schematic view of tokamak concept. Toroidal field is generated by toroidal field
coils, and magntic field is only formed when plasma current is driven along the toroidal
direction. Poloidal field coils are used to control plasma shape and axis position. Picture is
from URL www.euro-fusion.org

1.1

Rotational transform and magnetic island

The twist of field line is measured by the rotational transform ι ≡ dψ p /dψt , where ψ p and ψt
correspond to poloidal and toroidal magnetic flux respectively. A physical understanding of it
is the average poloidal twist angle for a period of toroidal transit, where a rational rotational
transform ι = N/M means the field line closes to itself after M toroidal and N poloidal
circulations. An arbitrarily small perturbation can destroy the flux surface and form magnetic
p
island. The half width of island can be estimated knowing that δmn ∼ 4(bmn /m)/(dι/dr)
[6], where bmn is radial magnetic perturbation with helicity (m, n), and dι/dr measures radial
variation of rotation transform. Magnetic shear is a measure of the rate at which initially
adjacent field lines on neighbouring flux surface separate with distance advanced along the
field lines, and the typical figure of merit is calculated using s = −(r/ι)(dι/dr). In the low
magnetic shear or even zero shear region, the island size can be significantly large even for
small magnetic perturbations.
The formation of islands that break the flux surfaces and, consequently, the magnetic
symmetry of toroidal nesting, is a singular process in toroidal plasmas. In the vicinity of a
small island, the electron temperature gradient should be zero due to the high conductivity of
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parallel streaming electrons. In MHD (magneto-hydrodynamic) simulations [7], the plasma
responds initially by developing localized currents at the rational surfaces that shield out the
resonant part of the perturbation there. In the limit of zero resistivity, such currents densities
are delta functions. Nevertheless, the localized currents at the rational surface decay rapidly
in the presence of even small resistivity, and the islands can grow leading to a resistive
instability. The problem is complex and island dynamics in MCF plasmas is an active line
of research. When the magnetic field, whose energy density usually dominates by far the
plasma pressure, is externally imposed, there is a competition of balance between viscous
and electromagnetic torques. The islands can be locked in the laboratory frame or rotate at
different speeds. In addition, the plasma flow around rotating islands can become stabilizing
and provoke island shrinking. In real plasma operation, where plasma flows, diamagnetic
drifts, ambipolar electric fields, and kinetic effects take place, magnetic islands can show
very rich dynamics. At the same time, however, their signatures in diagnostic measurements
must convey important information about plasma processes.

1.1.1

Island impacts on toroidal fusion devices

In the plasma core, big sized and unstable growing tearing modes (islands) are responsible
for degrading plasma transport and limiting achievable plasma parameters [8], which brings
about many operation constraints, such as β limit, density limit, edge safety factor limit.
The suppression/avoidance of such island is a main issue in all toroidal fusion devices.
In conventional tokamak configuration, noninductive current driven by electron cyclotron
current drive (ECCD) is applied to suppress pressure driven island instabilities (such as
neoclassic tearing mode) [9]. In reverse magnetic shear configuration, NTMs can be stabilized
in the negative magnetic shear region. However, double tearing mode reconnection would
take place, and may cause off-axis sawteeth transport, which limits minimum q value to be
larger than 2.
In stellarator, islands are intrinsic (i.e. islands exist in vacuum) in the configuration but
more controlable. Big islands in the core region can be avoidable by carefully designing the
rotational transform profile, which is the basic principle of low magnetic shear devices, such
as TJ-II and W7-X. Big island effects in the core of high magnetic shear devices can also
be diminished. For example, this has been done in LHD by shifting the magnetic axis to
move the 1/1 island to the stochastic region. It was experimentally found that the size of the
vacuum islands can be strongly modified, depending on the collisionallity regime and the
plasma β [10]. At sufficiently high β and low collisionallity, islands can be even healed by
the plasma flow [11] [12].

1.2 The TJ-II Stellarator
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Islands are not necessarily fatal to confinement if they are thin and stable enough, or if
they are located more in the periphery. Numerous experiments in tokamak and stellarator
have suggested that islands could be beneficial if they are well controled. It was concluded
that low order rationals were found favorable in the development of internal transport barriers.
During edge transport barrier formation in stellarators, the presence of rationals was identified
as the triggering mechanism. In the tokamak plasma edge, resonant magnetic perturbations
(RMPs) have been applied to control edge instabilities and transport [13] by pumping plasma
out. Recently, it was verified that RMPs penetration in the pedestal region is the main
mechanism to suppress edge localized modes [14].

1.2

The TJ-II Stellarator

A flexible heliac was proposed in 1980s and built in 1990s to test the MHD properties
of this type of configuration [4][15], which is characterized by high transform ι ≥ 1 and
low negative magnetic shear |s| =≤ 0.2). The TJ-II [16] shown in figure 1.2 is a 4-period,
medium-size helical-axis stellarator, with major radius R = 1.5 m, minor radius a ≤ 0.22 m
and magnetic field B0 < 1.2 T. It has a wide range of accessible magnetic configurations,
depending on the currents flowing by the external coils. There are four electric currents that
can be fed independently on different coil sets: a) Icc , the current of the central circular coil,
b) Ihx , of the l = 1 helical coil wrapped around the circular coil, c) It f , of the 32 toroidal field
coils, which are supplied in series, and d) Iv f , the current flowing through the vertical field
coils. The ohmic coils (OH), which can generate a loop voltage of 0.1 V, were intended to
cancel toroidal currents driven by plasma pressure and heating methods.
There were two experimental campaigns, performed in 1996 [17] and 2000 [18] see figure
1.3, to measure the vacuum magnetic surfaces. About 50 configurations were measured,
with the magnetic field scaled to be a 10% of the nominal field for plasma operation, and
an excellent overall agreement between measured and calculated surfaces was found. In
some occasions, magnetic islands are found when calculations predict values ι = N/M,
with integer N and M. For lower order rationals, only N = 4n islands, (natural islands),
should appear in the configuration, when the transform ι = N/M, if the fourfold symmetry
is incorporated in the calculations (no field errors). Other N islands show up as result of
field errors. Natural N=4, M=3, islands were observed at predicted coil currents in excellent
agreement with calculations, as figure 1.3a demonstrates. If M is larger, broken surfaces with
M single spots are obtained, as shown in figure 1.3b for the case N=8, M=5. Non-natural
islands are clearly visible for the cases 3/2 (see figure 1.3c), 5/3 and 7/3 (not shown here).
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Figure 1.2 Schematic view of TJ-II with toroidal, vertical and central coils in blue, helical
coil in orange, and plasma in purple. Picture source: http://fusionwiki.ciemat.es/wiki/TJ-II

1.3

Operation of TJ-II stellarator

TJ-II has been operated under several first wall conditions in order to achieve a good density
control and reduce the impact of the strong plasma-wall interactions (PWI) on plasma
performance. The change from full metallic to boronized walls led to a rise of the electron
temperature at the limiter of a factor of 3, and a strong (≤ 4×) increase in the required fuelling
rate for the same density respect to the metallic case [19][20]. Since 2008, lithiumisation
is periodically applied to the boronised first wall [21]. The change from boron to lithium
walls yielded an increment of a factor of two in the energy confinement time τE , and 1.6
in maximum electron density [22] at low input power. A recycling coefficient as low as
R ∼ 20% was achieved for hydrogen, therefore plasma density is almost fully controlled
by external fuelling. After the installation of one liquid lithium limiter (LLL), even better
density control and plasma confinement has been achieved and a marked reduction of carbon
impurities, especially in plasma configurations with strong interaction with the vessel walls.
Further increments of about 1.5 in the energy content, W , and 1.7 in ne have been obtained
[23].
In TJ-II there are two gyrotrons that can inject into the plasma microwave beams with a
power of ≤ 300 kW each, at a frequency of 53.2 GHz (the second harmonic of the electron
cyclotron resonance frequency for 0.95T) [24]. The microwave beams are polarized in the
extraordinary mode (X-mode, i. e., wave with electric field elliptically polarized and injected
perpendicularly to the magnetic field). The produced plasmas are characterized by rather
peaked electron temperature and flat or even hollow electron density profiles (see figure 1.4a).

1.3 Operation of TJ-II stellarator

Figure 1.3 Measurement vs. Calculation. a) N=4, M=3; b) N=8, M=5; c) N=3, M=2.
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Figure 1.4 Examples of electron temperature and density profiles during ECR a) and NBI b)
heating.
The maximum central value achieved for electron temperature is Te0 ≈ 1.5 keV and electron
density is limited by the cut-off value for 53.2 GHz, ne(r) ≤ 1.7 × 1019 m−3 . However, it is
well known that in low-density stellarator plasmas heated with ECRH, the electron energy
distribution function is strongly deformed (see, e.g., [25]). Depending on input power density,
the characteristic energies of the generated suprathermal electron populations can be rather
high. In particular in TJ-II, fast electron tails of ∼ 70keV were commonly detected [26][27].
The neutral beam injection (NBI) system of TJ-II has two tangential injectors of highly
energetic neutral hydrogen beams, delivering Pin ≤ 700 kW port through each along parallel
directions to the magnetic field (co and counter) [28]. The typical beam energy mix is 55%
of full energy (E = 34 keV), 25% of E/2 and 20% of E/3 (corresponding to the three beam
energy components that originate as molecular species in the ion source) [29]. The electron
density profiles of the produced plasmas range from markedly peaked (bell-like, typical of
low confinement mode) to rather broad (dome-like), like the electron and ion temperature
profiles. The produced plasmas can reach central electron densities up to 9 × 1019 m−3 and
electron temperatures around 0.35 keV. The combination of ECRH pulses of 350 ms duration
and 120 ms of NBI heating, together with the configuration flexibility, yields a rather wide
operation space for TJ-II (input power density 0.33 - 1.55 MW/m−3 ; average electron density
0.2 - 8.0 ×1019 m−3 ; effective minor radius 11 - 20 cm; edge rotation transform 1.3 - 2.3,
and plasma volume 0.5 - 1.2 m−3 .
During plasma heating, plasma current is driven unavoidably, such as boostrap current
[30] due to plasma pressure, current induced by ECR heating, current due to NBI momentum
injection, etc. The Ohmic current can be induced on purpose to compensate the plasma
current, but sometimes it is deliberately driven to change the rotational transform profile. In
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Figure 1.5 Solid lines: rotational transform profiles used in TJ-II discharges; dotted lines: ι
profiles modified by 1 kA current of a given shape; dashed curved line: ι profile modified by
assuming -4 kA current; dashed horizontal lines indicate the lowest rational numbers.
figure 1.5, we have represented the rotational transform profiles of three magnetic configurations that, in vacuum, have low-order rationals in the region 0.6 ≤ ρ ≤ 0.9. It can be seen as
well, how profiles are modified when net plasma current is non zero. Dotted lines have been
calculated for a positive current of 1kA, a typical value for co-NBI heated plasmas. In this
case, rotational transform profiles are shifted up, rational positions are moved inward, and
the magnetic shear is significantly reduced in the core region ρ ≤ 0.6. For an ohmic current
of -4 kA, typical for NBI-started operation, core ι profiles can be significantly changed, more
low order rational values are crossed and, magnetic shear is largely increased.

1.3.1

Selective diagnostic layout

For the present work, active and passive diagnostics data have been taken into account, but
the main analyses have been done using the information from Mirnov coils and bolometers.
Occasionally Langmuir probe arrays and x-ray detectors have been determinant and the
necessary profiles from Thomson scattering have been used when available. In figure 1.6a
the toroidal location of several diagnostics of interest is indicated, together with the position
of the heating systems. In normal operation, the toroidal field direction is counter clockwise
(ccw). The bolometry system consist of 3 arrays of 20-channel silicon photodiodes (AXUV20EL, Absolute eXtreme UltraViolet, from IRD) for tomography purposes located in top and
lateral ports of sectors B7 (φ = 255.5◦ ) (see figure 1.6b), and three 16-channel (AXUV-16EL)
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arrays located in two identical top ports of sectors D7 (φ = 75.5◦ ) and A7 (φ = 155.5◦ ) and
in the ‘stellarator symmetric’ bottom port of sector C2 (φ = 284.5◦ ), to monitor up-down and
toroidal asymmetries in global plasma radiation [31] (see poloidal view lines scheme in figure
5.1). In figure 1.6c, the scheme of the 25 poloidal Mirnov coils array located at φ = 45◦
can be seen [32]. Other two linear (vertical) arrays monitor magnetic fluctuations in the
equivalent cross sections of sectors B5 (φ = 232◦ ) and C4 (φ = 308◦ ), but their coil positions
are non-equivalent, therefore they cannot be used for toroidal mode number determination.
The digitising frequencies are: poloidal array D - 625 kHz; linear array B - 625 kHz, and
linear array C - 1 MHz (two coils) and 100 kHz.
In the early campaigns of metal and Boron-coated walls, a rather complete x-ray detection
system was in operation [33]. Different photon energy windows were probed (80-2000 keV,
’Hard X Ray’; 20-200 keV, ’intermediate X Ray’; 2-15 keV, ’soft X Ray’) to determine the
electron energy distribution function and then characterize supra/epi thermal populations,
for discharges equivalent to the used in this work. In recent campaigns, no Pulse Height
Analyses can be performed while the limiters are operated. Only flux measurements are fully
available.

1.4

Overview of the work: Collective plasma oscillations
and rational surfaces in TJ-II

Aside from the abovementioned differences between tokamaks and stellarators plasmas,
MHD instabilities of similar basic nature are ubiquitous in the experiments and originate
in the regions where iota is a low order rational number, the commonly called “rational
surfaces”. However, and although such regions are unavoidable in MCF devices, many
properties of the rational surfaces remain unclear. Very often, MHD instabilities grow out of
an existing mode that manifests as a plasma oscillation before entering a non-linear phase or
may remain as small perturbations. In the particular case of the TJ-II stellarator here studied,
low-to-intermediate frequency MHD modes are also present in practically all discharges but
only in a few cases some explanation has been suggested for distinctive discharges (see, for
example, [34–36, 32, 37–39]).
As MHD activity in the TJ-II is generally coupled to transport in some way, either through
transport-barrier phenomenology or through interaction with high-energy particles, a broad
classification of all this low-to-intermediate frequency MHD activity is necessary to deepen
in related transport studies. It is the purpose of this thesis to offer a classification (and point to
the implications) with a new perspective, which should be rather general due to the generality
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Figure 1.6 a)Top view of TJ-II showing the position of several diagnostics and its heating
systems; b) bolometer arrays in sector B7; c) poloidal array of Mirnov coils sited between
sector D4 and D5 (φ = 45◦ ).
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of these phenomena. Indeed, we can advance that all MHD activity of low-to-intermediate
frequency here studied has ended up belonging to one of three very broad categories of
general interest for the MCF community, and in all cases new findings, most likely not
specific of the TJ-II stellarator, have emerged.
The confinement properties of co-injected NBI plasmas have been related with the
rotation state of the magnetic islands. This will be deeply described in Chapter 2. In Chapter
3, we propose a new type of low-frequency helical Alfvén wave based on the assumption
that magnetic islands induce new frequency gaps in the continuum spectrum. Chapter 4
describes for the first time one type of acoustic mode appearing in ECRH plasmas, which
shows a mixed nature between that of energetic-electron induced Geodesic Acoustic Modes
(eGAM) and Ion Sound Waves. A general discussion of the "application" of rational surfaces
to regulate plasma transport through their interaction with thermal plasma, fast particle
populations, and plasma waves is contained in Chapter 5.

Chapter 2
Magnetic island dynamics in NBI plasma
The plasma response to vacuum magnetic islands originated at low order rational values
is studied during co-NBI heating. Thin magnetic islands are normally unlocked and rotate
with the ExB flow, provoking quasi-coherent magnetic fluctuations that are intense during
L-mode but significantly dim in H-mode, when both flow and flow shear increase. Local
transport barriers are formed in the vicinity of the resonant locations, but at some threshold,
the barrier can break down, triggering bursts of particles and heat across the plasma and
leaving time traces in the diagnostics that resemble ELMs in the tokamak edge. The break-up
of barrier coincides with island developing into an unstable bursting state. The frequency of
the bursting mode is compatible with a drift of the islands at the electron diamagnetic speed
in the plasma frame, but the frequency shifts down rapidly in a kind of relaxation process
that ends in the re-establishment of the barrier. Therefore, the process, which happens on
a millisecond timescale, starts again giving a cyclic behaviour and a dynamic state whose
confinement quality depends on the repetition rates. The plasma can be trapped in this
dynamic state unless forced externaly to abandone it via heating, fueling or configuration
change.

2.1

Introduction

Magnetic fusion devices have shown MHD activity that can be often associated with the
existence of coherent modes. In turn, most of this dynamics happens in relation with
distinguishable confinement states somehow associated with the formation of transport
barriers of different qualities, like the “enhanced Dα H-mode” in the Alcator C-Mod device
[40–42], where quasi-coherent (50-150 kHz) and higher frequency (200-300 kHz) weakly
coherent electromagnetic modes are observed during the so called I-mode of confinement.
In the quiescent double barrier regime of the DIII-D tokamak, ELMs are replaced by the
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edge harmonic oscillation (EHO) in a state of larger edge particle transport. The modes are
rather coherent, have low toroidal mode number and propagate near the electron diamagnetic
frequency [43]. More recently, a bursty, chirping mode within the range 40–110 kHz has been
associated to the enhanced H-mode pedestals obtained with Li-injection in the same device.
The modes propagate in the electron diamagnetic drift direction, faster than the ExB drift
[44]. Another electromagnetic quasi-coherent mode propagating in the electron diamagnetic
drift direction is identified in JET related with ELMy activity [45]. All examples from this
non-exhaustive list put MHD at the core of different confinement modes. Additionally, the
plasma response to RMPs is a major concern in present-day tokamaks and the behaviour of
rational surfaces is evidently important in this technology [46].
In stellarator/heliotron devices, where the current densities (∼ 10−2 MA/m2 ) are much
smaller than in tokamaks (∼ 1 MA/m2 ), large scale classic tearing modes are not a big
concern. However, error fields from magnetic coils may produce vacuum islands that, much
like RMPs, will provoke a plasma response. These devices allow for external control of
the ῑ-profiles, but still the rational surfaces have been related with transport events and
the establishment of different confinement modes. The transition to H-mode in the CHS
heliotron/torsatron was achieved after modification of the ῑ-profile by inducing a small ohmic
heating current, often being initiated by a sawtooth crash caused by a coherent mode with the
poloidal m = 2 and toroidal n = 1 mode numbers [47]. In the LHD, an improved confinement
regime that shares H-mode features can be achieved when the resonant ῑ = n/m = 1 is placed
in the middle of the –vacuum– edge ergodic layer [48]. ELM-like bursts –conveying particle
propagation– and edge coherent modes occur at or near the resonant position due to the
formation of an edge transport barrier in the magnetic hill region [49]. MHD activity related
with ῑ = 1/1 and 3/2 in the periphery are excited during high beta (3/2 also observed in
low-β regimes), with identified modes rotating in the electron drift direction below 10 kHz.
Island rotation is presented as a possible explanation for this mode [50]. In the low magnetic
shear stellarator W7-AS, ELMs have been observed close to the H-mode condition. In well
separated ELMy events around the H-mode barrier, a 200–500 kHz quasi-coherent mode
lasting about 50 µs preceded a particle and heat transport burst followed by 10-50 kHz
relaxation oscillations. Resistive interchange or ballooning modes were proposed as most
likely instabilities in relation with ELM phenomena in the W7-AS, in turn related with low
order rational values of ῑ.
The experience concerning MHD activity and transport quality in the TJ-II is quite
ample as well. ELMy and general MHD activity in relation with improved confinement are
known from the initial experiments [51]. The flexibility in magnetic configuration of the
TJ-II has permitted the study of detailed effects on confinement of well separated magnetic
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resonances in the plasma column (see a summary and references in [52]). These works
have confirmed that rational surfaces are at the origin of macroscopic transport events such
as particle bursts, internal crashes and transport barriers [53]; and causality experiments
have proven that a proper placement of magnetic resonances inside the plasma favours the
formation of transport barriers [54]. The latter do not necessarily form right at the plasma
edge, which is probably the reason why the quality of H-mode in the TJ-II depends sensitively
on magnetic configuration [55]. Dynamical pre-transition states with pronounced oscillations
in the plasma rotation resembling limit cycles require the presence of low order magnetic
resonances inside the plasma [56].
Starting from all this knowledge, now we relate the dynamical state of islands with the
formation of stable or unstable transport barriers. To this end, we start the chapter (Section
2.2) with an overall view of the phenomena to be described later. Such phenomena can be
associated to two island rotation states, one approximately coincident with the electric drift
rotation of the plasma (Section 2.3) and another one, generally unstable, with a faster rotation
that we associate to the electron diamagnetic drift in the ExB frame (Section 2.4). We finish
the chapter with a discussion (Section 2.5) and brief conclusions.

2.2

Overview of island dynamics phenomena

Most of the phenomena to be described happen in NBI plasmas, but not exclusively. When
the wall conditioning allows for a sustained NBI plasma, it is common that confinement
transitions are produced with the creation of transport barriers near the plasma edge [57].
The process of barrier formation is, in many cases, unstable in the sense that such barriers
break and re-establish in a cyclic manner, resembling ELMy activity with typical ∼ 1 ms
repetition rates [53], smaller than global ∼ 10 ms confinement times. In these discharges, low
frequency ( f ≤ 100 kHz) coherent or quasi-coherent modes are commonly detected by many
diagnostics, e.g. Mirnov coils, bolometers, Langmuir probes, electron cyclotron emission
(ECE), reflectometers and heavy-ion beam probes (HIBP), which reveals the electromagnetic
nature of the modes and their impact in many plasma parameters. The onset of the modes is
irrespective of heating method, but rather depends on plasma confinement regime. Poloidal
mode number analyses indicate the relation between these modes and magnetic resonances
forming island structures in the region 0.5 ≲ ρ ≲ 0.9.
Many of these aspects can be appreciated in figure 2.1, where almost twin discharges with
the same magnetic configuration, plasma wall condition and plasma heating method (co-NBI)
are compared. Aside from being illustrative, we have chosen these discharges because the
readers can obtain much more detail about the same or similar discharges in [58, 36, 59]. The
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Figure 2.1 TJ-II discharges #18998 (a-c) and #18997 (d-f). (a)&(d) Cross-power and (b)&(e)
cross-phase spectrograms of Mirnov coil signals; (c)&(f) line average density n̄e , diamagnetic
energy Wdia , Hα signal, and magnetic fluctuations (5 kHz ≤ f ≤ 100 kHz). Grey shading
indicates plasma in L-mode, blue for H-mode, pink for an intermediate state characterized by
bursting modes (see also figure 2.2.)
one with larger n̄e in L-mode, #18998, enters the H-mode (blue-shaded region) at t ≈ 1165
ms, which manifests in the significant drop of Hα emission and magnetic signal amplitude,
and the more rapid increment of diamagnetic energy Wdia and line-averaged electron density
n̄e . In contrast, discharge #18997 with slightly lower density during L-mode but quite similar
Hα and Mirnov signals, enters a new phase different from H-mode (pink shading in figure
2.1(f)). After some threshold, the plasma shows enhanced average Hα level accompanied by
bursty magnetic activity; the density ramps up at a slower pace and the diamagnetic energy
just slightly increases and then saturates. It will be noted, however, that discharge #18998 in
figures 2.1(a) and (d) also displays this unsteady phase during a very short time just prior to
the transition (t ≈ 1160 ms), which is suggestive of an intermediate state.
The spectrograms of Mirnov-coil data in figures 2.1(a,b) and (d,e) reveal two distinct
states of m = 5 magnetic fluctuations: one is more coherent and steady (#18998), the other
is bursty (#18997) covering larger frequencies (50–80 kHz). Both modes are related in this
case with the ῑ = 8/5 rational surface located in ρ ≈ 0.7 (see figure 1.5) . In figure 2.1(a),
the coherent or quasi-coherent mode within the range 20 to 40 kHz shows up in L-mode and
its frequency rises as the density does. Before reaching the L-H transition moment, see figure
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Figure 2.2 Detail of figure 2.1 for discharge #18997 around the establishment of the bursting
mode, where its chirping nature can be appreciated in correlation with Hα pulses.
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2.1(c), the steady mode losses coherency and momentarily shows the bursting mode with
the same phase relation. The latter lasts only a few ms and is completely suppressed after
the L-H transition, when the steady mode is recovered with smaller amplitude and variable
frequency roughly following the diamagnetic energy. In figure 2.1(d), the steady rotation
mode behaves similarly to that in figure 2.1(a) and also jumps to the bursting mode. The
difference now is that, at the transition moment, the bursty mode becomes more active with
faster cycles remaining so until the end of discharge. Its behaviour is better appreciated in
figure 2.2, which is a zoom of figure 2.1(f) focusing on the transition from the steady to
the bursty mode. Here we see its characteristic chirping-down nature and its relation with
confinement: depending on the amplitude of magnetic bursts and the time interval between
them, the Hα bursts also change amplitude and the average density follows accordingly. Next
we provide more detail about these phenomena.

2.3

Steady rotation mode: Islands in plasma frame

Well pronounced, low frequency (a few tens of kHz) steady rotation modes, are normally
seen during the NBI heating phase in typical L-mode confinement conditions, i.e., with
profiles that are peaked in the center but quite flat near the edge [21]. Here we discuss their
relation with magnetic island rotation and the evolution of local magnitudes.

2.3.1

Frequency scaling

Steady low-frequency modes with well defined m, as in figure 2.1, have been identified
in different magnetic configurations using phase-analysis of signals from a poloidal array
of magnetic coils [32]. In figure 2.3 we plot the measured frequencies as a function of
poloidal mode number for several discharges. In each discharge, blue crosses and red circles
represent respectively lower and upper frequencies due to variations in rational surface
position and plasma profiles. The corresponding linear fits are shown separately. The shaded
region covers the expected mode frequencies if they were due to the rotation of islands
with the indicated m and locked in the frame moving with E × B velocity, often called
“plasma frame”; i.e., in the shaded region f = m × uE /2πaρ where uE , or magnitude of the
E × B/B2 velocity, is taken in the range 3–6 km/s as found in NBI heated plasma with line
average densities near 2 × 1019 m−3 [55]. Additionally, the phase analysis shows that the
magnetic perturbations propagate in the electron diamagnetic direction, as expected from
the all-negative radial electric fields characteristic of these plasmas [60, 61]. Based upon
figure 2.3 we interpret these low-frequency modes as islands rotating with the E × B plasma
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Figure 2.3 Frequency scaling with poloidal mode number in L-mode plasma during NBI
heating. The shaded area covers values expected from ExB rotation.
flow. This is in agreement with previous TJ-II works where, based also on the proportionality
between mode number and frequency of detected magnetic fluctuations, island rotation in
ECRH [62] plasmas has been identified.

2.3.2

Local electron temperature evolution

Figure 2.4 shows data from discharge #37734, started and sustained only with co-NBI
heating up to t ≈ 1020 ms, when the density is kept around n̄e = 0.7 × 1019 m−3 . The
vacuum magnetic configuration has ῑ(0) = 1.55, but there is an initially strong negative
current (I p ≈ −4.0 kA) induced as a consequence of the start-up method [63]. In these
conditions, the ῑ = 3/2 rational can reach mid-radius but still be detectable with Mirnov
coils. Figure 2.4(a) shows the corresponding spectrogram from Mirnov-coil data, where three
harmonics of quite narrow frequency width are detected, especially during 1010 < t < 1020
ms. Then the frequencies increase slightly and lose coherence until t ≈ 1025 ms when
the modes are considerably weakened. The local electron temperature fluctuations are
represented by two ECE signals whose cross-power spectrogram is shown in figure 2.4(b).
The first harmonic of the cross spectrum is neatly detected and its change in coherence
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Figure 2.4 NBI heated discharge # 37734 during a low density phase (n̄e ≈ 0.7 × 1019 m−3 )
and net plasma current I p ∼ −4 kA. (a) Power spectrogram of magnetic fluctuations; (b)
cross power spectrogram of two ECE channel signal, ECE3 (ρ = 0.53) and ECE4 (ρ = 0.45);
(c) Fluctuations of these same ECE traces and magnetic fluctuations in the frequency band
9–13 kHz; and (d) line density and electron temperature at the indicated radii.
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coincides with the one in figure 2.4(a), while the second harmonic is barely detected and the
third one is absent.

Figure 2.5 Zoom in of temperature fluctuations at ρ = 0.53 and ρ = 0.45 in figure 2.4c
around t = 1012 ms (a) and t = 1123 ms (b).
The time traces of the two ECE channels and Mirnov coil signal shown in figure 2.4(c)
have been band-pass filtered within 9–13 kHz to highlight the first harmonic in figure 2.4(a).
The evolution of the average density and the temperatures at different radii are shown in figure
2.4(d), where the average Te -gradient is seen to increase between ρ = 0.45 and ρ = 0.53.
The corresponding channels ECE3 and ECE4 have been selected because they bound the
region where the m = 2 magnetic resonance is expected. A detail of figure 2.4(c) is given
in figure 2.5, where time windows around t = 1012 ms and t = 1023 ms are chosen to
represent the moments of having constant and increasing frequency, respectively. Here we
note the phase inversion of Te fluctuations in the fundamental harmonic between the two
ECE channels, which tells us again that a rotating island structure is involved in provoking
the steady coherent mode. The harmonic fluctuations in Te can be associated to the periodic
modification of flux surfaces caused by the proximity of the ῑ = 3/2 magnetic island.
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Bursting-chirping mode: Drifting islands in plasma frame

When the bursting chirping mode sets in, like in figures 2.1(d) and 2.2, the island rotation
speed seems to change abruptly to higher values. We also observe that the establishment
of a H-mode does not provoke a jump in frequency, see figures 2.1(a) and (b), although the
frequency does evolve during the H-mode phase. This makes it very unlikely that the jump
in frequency that corresponds to the bursting chirping mode be the consequence of a local
change in radial electric field.
Low frequency island rotation modes that jump to higher chirping frequencies can be
found both in ECRH and NBI plasmas, very often preceding H-mode for the latter or just
after the H-mode is abandoned (see more examples in [36]). Here we investigate these modes
in more detail given their relation with the threshold between confinement modes.

2.4.1

Frequency scaling in chirping mode

Figure 2.6 Frequency scaling with poloidal mode number of the bursting chirping mode
in NBI plasmas. Two fits are shown for the highest (red circles) and lowest (blue crosses)
frequencies covered by the chirping. Coloured triangles indicate the frequency ranges
expected for rotation with the uE or uE + u∗e velocities.
Three magnetic resonances have been identified as able to provoke bursty chirping-modes:
3/2, 5/3 and 8/5, which are lowest order rationals in typical TJ-II magnetic configurations.
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They are expected to lead to finite sized magnetic island structures during the plasma
discharge, as already noted for the slow rotation mode (Sec. 2.3), and must be likewise
associated with the rotation of the same magnetic islands. This has been checked in many
cases by the constancy of phase between signals from Mirnov coils poloidally distributed, in
passing from the steady rotation mode to the bursting chirping mode.
In figure 2.6, the bursty-mode frequency is plotted against poloidal mode number. Since
the modes frequency is chirping down or quite changeable, we split again the data in upper
(circles) and lower (crosses) frequencies and perform separate linear fits. The two shaded
regions cover frequencies calculated as f = m × u/2πaρ assuming that an ῑ = n/m island
rotates due to some drift velocity u at position ρ = 0.7. In the lower shaded region, we assume
island movement within uE velocity range, which is estimated between 5 to 8 km/s. The
upper shaded region assumes uE plus electron diamagnetic frequency taking a fixed uE = 7
km/s and the electron diamagnetic velocity u∗e in the range 7–11 km/s, which corresponds to
0.7 < ρ < 0.9 in these plasmas depending on local density gradient length. The interest of
doing so is to show that, recalling the plasma frame as that locally moving with the electric
drift uE , upper frequencies match the electron drift frequency while the lower ones still have
some speed (i.e., they lie above the frequencies expected from E × B drift in the laboratory
frame). The chirping-down frequency indicates that, in the plasma frame, the islands start
drifting with practically the diamagnetic speed but tend to stop as the plasma evolves during
the short duration of each chirp.

2.4.2

Relation between bursts and transport barrier breaking

The identification of the bursting chirping mode as a threshold state for the establishment of
a robust transport barrier (e.g., H-mode) calls for an investigation of the chirping process in
relation with transport barrier phenomenology. TJ-II discharges in which H-mode phases are
interleaved with L-mode phases are rather common in co-injection NBI plasmas like those
here studied, see e.g. [59]. Here we choose a magnetic configuration with ῑ = 8/5 near the
edge because, aside from being quite common during TJ-II operation, this condition gives
easy access to the H-mode.
Figure 2.7 shows Mirnov-coil spectrograms and time traces of a low density plasma
heated and fuelled with co-NBI, where the dominant magnetic resonance ῑ = 8/5 is initially
(vacuum) at ρ = 0.76. With moderate I p ≈ 1.2 kA, the 8/5 resonance shifts to ρ ≈ 0.5. In
the lower density phase, n̄e ≈ 0.8 × 1019 m−3 , the bursting chirping mode shows up in the
frequency range 40 kHz to 70 kHz. At times t = 1088, 1100 and 1109 ms (indicated by three
vertical stripes), we can distinguish short quiescent periods lasting one or two milliseconds,
when magnetic fluctuations are strongly reduced and the Hα level drops, as in short-lived
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Figure 2.7 TJ-II discharge #38555. (a) Cross-power and cross-phase (b) spectrograms of
Mirnov coil data; (c) plasma parameters: n̄e , diamagnetic energy, Hα and Mirnov coil signals.
The grey-shaded region indicates H-mode. (d) Detail of an MHD burst at the indicated times.
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H-mode phases (see later). These periods are interrupted when the bursty mode is excited
back, and normally at a higher magnetic disturbance level: Note that the frequency chirping
range is also stretched, ranging from 80 kHz down to 35 kHz, just after each of these signaled
quiescent phases. Figure 2.7(d) enlarges the short time during which a burst in MHD activity
appears, so terminating the quiescent period. The chirping frequency can be appreciated by
the eye, as well as the different time scales that correspond to mode growth (∼ 0.1 ms) and
decay (∼ 0.3 ms).
In the pink-shaded region 1116 < t < 1120 ms, prior to H-mode in figure 2.7, bursts
in magnetic signals are gradually weaker and the Hα trace tends to drop. This discharge
illustrates also the intermediate state during the back transition to L-mode: at t = 1135
ms, the H-mode ends with a new emergence of the bursty mode. The Hα signal undergoes
a steep increment, and the density slightly drops before ramping up slowly. Broad-band
magnetic fluctuations are also recovered with the same cross-phase as due to the same
magnetic structure (figure 2.7(b)). However, despite the weaker amplitude, the chirping
happens at a higher frequency level, from 100 kHz down to 60 kHz, as expected from the
larger diamagnetic and electric drifts after some 15 ms of plasma build-up.
The evolution of the local electron temperature during the bursty mode activity is shown
in figure 2.8, where we zoom in a short (10 ms) constant density period n̄e = 0.8 × 1019
m−3 of discharge #38555 (figure 2.7). The chirping consists of a repetition of individual
MHD events, starting at each vertical line, that are best appreciated when their amplitude
is large (e.g. just before 1090 ms, see also figure 2.7(c-d)). A pivot radial point, ρp , is
clearly deduced from both signals, temperature and radiation. Preceding the burst there
is a quiescent phase during which Te increases for ρ < ρp < 0.5 but tends to decrease for
ρ > ρp , an obvious expectation for a transport barrier at ρp with most of the heat source
inside. The barrier is broken in a very fast time-scale, not resolved in the figure, in view
of the sudden change of tendency starting at each vertical line: Te (ρ < ρp ) drops sharply
while it increases for ρ > ρp . Then the chirping starts from a high frequency (≈ 60 kHz in
figure 2.7(a)) growing in amplitude for some 100 µs and then decaying in around 300 µs
(see figure 2.7(d)). Observe the important fact that when this decay starts, the barrier gets
re-established: Te (ρ < ρp ) increase again while they decrease outside ρp . Reconstructed
radiation emissivities from different radii are shown also in figure 2.8 to confirm the existence
of a pivot point ρp ≲ 0.5. Bolometry data are shown to connect this work with the results
of Ref. [53], namely, that the bursts are MHD failures of an already established transport
barrier around the resonant location, which justifies our previous statement about “short-lived”
H-modes during the quiescent phases in figure 2.7. We must underline that the examples
here shown are illustrative of very common phenomena in TJ-II plasmas.
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Figure 2.8 TJ-II discharge #38555. Time evolution of the electron temperature and radiation
emissivities from different radii (labelled) showing the existence of a pivot point around mid
minor radius; and Mirnov-coil signal (5 kHz ≤ f ≤ 100 kHz).
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Figure 2.9 Discharge #39307 with ῑ = 3/2 around ρ = 0.5. Time traces of: radiation
emissivities from the indicated radii, Mirnov-coil signal (5 kHz ≤ f ≤ 100 kHz frequency
band) and Vfl from Langmuir probes at ρ = 0.91, ρ = 0.89 and ρ = 0.87. Shaded regions
mark the longest time windows of H-mode.
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Regarding the edge, where ECE measurements are not possible in the TJ-II, we have
turned to a discharge where floating potential, Vfl , measurements are available from electric
probes. Vfl can illustrate with good time-resolution the arrival of transport pulses to the edge
because it is sensitive to plasma potential and electron temperature. In figure 2.9 we show
data from discharge #39307, operated in a magnetic configuration where ῑ = 3/2 is located
around mid-radius. Low-pass filtered (10 kHz) Vfl signals from a multi-pin electric probe
[64] are shown for pins inserted at three nearby radial locations, along with magnetic signals.
During the short quiescent MHD periods of H-mode (we highlight the longest ones with
shading) the edge plasma shows an increment of Vfl up to eventual saturation. Vfl undergoes
a sudden drop in coincidence with the onset of the next bursting chirping mode. Vertical
dashed lines indicate the instants when the innermost probe (ρ = 0.87) starts dropping, so we
can appreciate that outer probes are slightly delayed as expected from outwards propagation.
The emissivities from several radii are also plotted in figure 2.9 to establish a clear link
between the MHD events originated around the resonant location (here 0.45 < ρ p < 0.57)
and the probe measurements. In particular, note how Vfl (ρ = 0.91) mirrors the emissivity
from ρ = 0.90 (the same happens with other radial locations), a clear indication that Vfl is
contributed by Te .

2.5

Discussion

The phenomenology here described is found mainly in TJ-II plasmas with good wall conditioning and, even in this case, with either co-injection or balanced injection. It is in these
plasmas, characterized by peaked density profiles and higher edge temperatures [65], where
an L-mode confinement can be well established and L to H transition phenomenology can
manifest [66]. We have evidenced that MHD events related with transport barrier breaking,
stemming from resonant locations inside the plasma, have a rapid effect near the edge. Consequently, measurements anywhere downstream from the resonance might be affected by
such events. This must be always checked before interpreting phenomena detected at the
edge as local. Note also that, while resonant layers are characterized by a helicity associated
to the corresponding low order rational of ῑ, they can provoke flux-surface wide transport
pulses (i.e., with apparent n = 0 = m structure) [38]. A strongly sheared electric drift by the
resonant layer might be the cause for lowered transport in its vicinity, and then the sudden
breaking of the barrier associated to MHD instability would release particles and heat with
the observed spatial structure.
It has been also shown that the intermediate confinement state, characterized by an
altered rotation of the magnetic islands (bursting chirping mode), is intimately linked to the
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Figure 2.10 TJ-II discharge #38776. (a) Spectrogram of Mirnov coil data; (b) line average
density, Hα , diamagnetic energy and Mirnov-coil (5 kHz ≤ f ≤ 100 kHz) signals.
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repetitive breaking of confinement properties near the resonant layers. Therefore, the amount
of transport regulation must depend on the repetition rates of these cycles of barrier build-up
and failure. We illustrate this in figure 2.10 with a Mirnov coil spectrogram (a) and time traces
for diamagnetic energy, line density, Hα and magnetic fluctuations (b) for TJ-II discharge
#38776, very similar to discharge #39307 (figure 2.9) in terms of heating and magnetic
configuration. Initial NBI phase has been labelled as H-mode in figure 2.10b because all
H-mode signatures are present, although during this initial stage, the plasma profiles are
evolving rapidly. The important observation is the evident worsening of confinement when
the bursting mode starts. The magnetic activity during the bursty threshold mode shows,
in addition to the fundamental ∼ 25 kHz bursts associated to ῑ = 3/2, two harmonics that
should be related with the 6/4 and 9/6 helicities. For 1085 < t < 1105 ms (pink shading),
magnetic bursts have a relatively high repetition frequency, around 1.5 kHz, while the Hα
signal is enhanced to a higher level and the diamagnetic energy is even decreasing despite
the continuously increasing line average density. During the stage starting at t = 1105 ms
(striped shading), Hα tends to decrease still in presence of pulsed transport towards the wall
because the MHD bursts become less frequent, around 0.6 kHz, and the plasma confinement
tends to improve. For t > 1125 ms, the bursty mode is suppressed, the Hα light falls to its
lower level and the diamagnetic energy increases. Independently of wether we label this as
H-mode, these observations dwell on the concept stated in [53] that the improved confinement
is reached just because the capability of retaining transport at (or by) the resonant location
resists the local plasma conditions. In consequence, confinement quality in TJ-II plasmas
near the L-H transition threshold is related to the presence of magnetically resonant locations
and their dynamics. This occurs naturally in our stellarator plasmas, but similar modulation
of transport is tried using RMP control techniques in tokamaks.

Chapter 3
Alfvén wave including magnetic island
effect
Coherent modes in NBI-heated plasmas of the TJ-II stellarator at frequencies generally
below those of helicity induced Alfvén eigenmodes ( f < fHAE ) but above tearing mode
frequency range are explained as global Alfvén eigemmodes (GAE) and discrete shearAlfvén eigenmodes induced by a non-rotating magnetic island (MIAE). Rotating islands are
also found to interact with Alfvén eigenmodes: if they share the same helicity, they disturb
each other; otherwise, new Alfvén modes can be excited via wave-wave coupling.

3.1

Introduction

Hannes Alfvén discovered that an electromagnetic wave could exist in a conducting fluid
(plasma) in the presence of magnetic field. The transverse wave propagates along magnetic
√
field line non-dispersively at a speed called Alfvén speed, VA = B/ ∑ ni mi , where ∑ ni mi is
total plasma ion mass density, and the wave is called Alfvén wave. For shear Alfvén wave,
where magnetic field lines are purely bended (no compression), the Alfvén wave frequency
can be simply calculated by ω = k||VA , where k|| is the wave number along the magnetic field
line. In a slab model, where the plasma density is nonuniform across the magnetic field, the
Alfvén speed varies in the density gradient region depending on local plasma parameters,
thus constituting a continuous spectrum in frequency. Collisionless dissipation due to “phase
mixing” provokes strong damping of Alfvén waves. In linear theory, the damping rate of this
so called “continuum damping” is proportional to the radial variation dω/dr.
Since Alfvén waves propagate mainly along the magnetic field line [67], in magnetic
fusion devices they form a flux-surface oscillation. However, the magnetic field strength is not
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uniform on the flux surface and the Alfvén speed is periodically modulated as it propagates.
This opens frequency gaps for two counter crossing Alfvén waves. In combination with
plasma and magnetic field inhomogeneities and kinetic effects, discrete Alfvén eigenmodes
[68] exist within the frequency gap that avoid the continuum damping. For tokamaks, where
the magnetic inhomogeneity mainly comes from toroidicity, the induced eigenmode is called
toroidal induced Alfvén eigenmode, commonly known as TAEs [69]. In stellarators, in
addition to toroidicity, the magnetic strength is also modulated by helical coils and the
helicity induced Alfvén eigenmode (HAE) is also predicted [70]. The variation of rotational
transform also contributes to the Alfvén continuum frequency because k|| = (m − nq)/qR.
In some conditions, there are maximum and minimum values of Alfvén frequencies, and a
single Alfvén eigenmode can exist residing at those extreme points: it is called global Alfvén
eigenmode if it is a minimum, and reverse shear Alfvén eigenmode (RSAE) if maximum.
Since fast propagating Alfvén waves provoke both electric and magnetic perturbations,
they can exchange energy and momentum with charged particles when they share a comparable velocity. Such resonant process, where particles see Alfvén wave in a static frame, can
happen for particles whose speed is well above thermal. For example fast ions generated
during NBI and ICR heating. The characteristic frequencies of those fast ions, such as passing
or trapped, are rather comparable with TAE, RSAE, HAE, etc. These Alfvén eigenmodes
undergo weak continuum damping and can be easily driven unstable by tapping free energy
of the fast ion population in both velocity and spatial space. The poloidal electric field component will convect resonant particles radially, thus flattening the fast ion gradient and even
scatter them into the loss cone.In present fusion devices such as W7-X and the forthcoming
ITER, which are going to demonstrate the potential to be a reactor, fast particle confinement
is of great issue. On one hand, it is crucial to understand Alfvén wave destabilization and
fast particle confinement. On the other hand, it is very necessary to explore effective tools to
control Alfvén wave in order to achieve self-heating in ITER and future reactors.
Conventional Alfvén eigen-values and functions are solved by using ideal MHD equilibria,
which assume perfect flux surfaces and constant parameters on them. However, flux surfaces
in magnetic fusion plasmas may be perturbed and destroyed locally by the development of
magnetic islands. Consequent spatially periodic modulations of the metric coefficients and
magnetic field strength can have an impact on Alfvén eigenmodes (AEs) located within the
island influence range, or even ease the appearance of new types of Alfvén eigenmode. Only
recently, works have been devoted to understand how perturbed flux surfaces, using external
non-resonant and resonant magnetic perturbations, affect AE stability. Since magnetic islands
can also appear naturally in toroidal fusion plasmas, it is in order searching for relationships
between them and AEs. Some examples are the theoretical works on magnetic island induced
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Alfvén eigenmode within island [71] and the effect of islands on the Alfvén continuum [72],
the studies of shear Alfvén wave coupling with tearing modes found in HL-2A [73] or the
beta-induced Alfvén wave in presence of a magnetic island in FTU [74].
Given that low order rational surfaces can be well controlled in TJ-II plasmas, this device
provides an opportunity to study rational surfaces and island effects on Alfvén waves. In
this work we propose an explanation for intermediate frequency (below typical HAE gaps)
electromagnetic activity observed in TJ-II plasmas in terms of GAEs and new Alfvénic modes
induced by coupling with magnetic islands; that is, we identify global Alfvén eigenmodes
near an extremum of the continuum spectrum, as also found in the W7-AS, LHD and
Heliotron-J devices, but also consider possible weakly damped modes in the gap due to the
interaction between shear Alfvén waves and magnetic islands. Note that this magnetic-island
induced Alfvén eigenmode (MIAE) should inherit all properties of the HAE family without
assumptions beyond the existence of gaps opened by the magnetic islands; and yet, however,
the MIAE seems to be the missing ingredient to explain TJ-II phenomenology. In addition, a
clear interaction is detected also between Alfvén waves and rotating islands.
In this chapter, we give a quick overview of the phenomenology based on an illustrative
discharge in Sec. 3.2. A brief description of the AE models (GAE and MIAE) is provided
in Sec. 3.3, and their convenience to describe the experiments is shown in Sec. 3.4 with
conventional examples. Next, in section 3.5, we identify the coupling of Alfvén waves and
rotating islands. In section 3.6, after testing the predictions of the model in less conventional
discharges (e.g. dynamic magnetic configuration scans) we discuss some general implications.

3.2

Phenomenological aspects

The interest on the modes here studied originated from salient features first presented in
[75], like (i) the tight correlation between some intermediate frequency ( fT M < f < fHAE )
coherent modes and the net plasma current, (ii) their independence of the line-averaged
electron density and (iii) their radial displacement. These modes are driven by fast ions
and localize mostly in the region ρ ≥ 0.5. They can be easily detected by most diagnostics
with enough time resolution probing that zone, like bolometers, reflectometers or heavy-ion
beam probes (HIBP); and sometimes, but not always, they are also detected by Mirnov
coils and Langmuir probes. For co-NBI heated plasmas and moderate electron densities
(n̄e = 1.0 − 2.5 × 1019 m−3 ), their frequency mimics almost exactly the opposite evolution
of I p and seems not being affected by the evolution of the line-averaged electron density.
However, small transport events, like a low amplitude off-axis sawtooth, can interrupt some
modes and give rise to the birth/intensification of a higher frequency mode/branch that keeps
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the same relation with plasma current. Also, the injection of small amounts of impurity
species or launching short 28 GHz microwave pulses that do not alter the line-averaged
electron density or the plasma current, can notably shift the mode frequency.
A fundamental aspect of the coherent modes here studied is that they have resisted a
satisfactory interpretation after systematic survey. The example that follows illustrates quite
clearly many of the features of the coherent modes under study, together with the difficulty
commonly found to explain their nature. Discharge #28158 in figure 3.1 is produced in a
habitual magnetic configuration for the operation of TJ-II, 100_44_64 as shown in figure 1.5.
Low order rational values ι = 8/5 and ι = 13/8 are located around ρ = 0.75 and ρ = 0.875
respectively. Figures 3.1a and b compare two power spectra from Mirnov coil and bolometer
signals. Modes labelled 1 and 3 are well discriminated by both diagnostics. Mode 2 is only
partially seen by the Mirnov coil until time t = 1160 ms, while the bolometer can trace it
until the end of the discharge. In Chapter 2 we have already identified Mode 1 as a rotation
of a magnetic island associated to ι = 8/5 in the near edge region. It rotates in the electron
diamagnetic drift direction with speeds close to the E × B drift. The wavy behavior of the
frequencies of modes 2 and 3 is seen to oppose the waveform of the net plasma current in
figure 3.1c. We note that the frequencies generally go down even though n̄e , also shown
in figure 3.1c, decreases from 1.4 to 1.0 (in 1019 m−3 units) from t = 1120 ms to t = 1180
ms. Modes 2 and 3 show electromagnetic properties and stop when NBI heating does. Very
importantly, there is an apparent anti-correlation of intensities between the rotation mode
(mode 1) and mode 3: Before the appearance of mode 3 at t ≈ 1162 ms, the M = 5 island
rotation mode is strong and coherent. Between t = 1162 ms and t = 1174 ms, when mode
3 becomes strong, the rotation mode reduces considerably its amplitude and becomes less
coherent; after t = 1174 ms until t = 1188 ms, the behavior reverses so that the rotation
mode regains intensity while mode 3 is relatively weaker and less coherent than before. At
later times, the rotation mode dims to near suppression and mode 3 intensifies again.
In search for a possible explanation about the nature of modes 2 and 3, we have run
the STELLGAP code [76] based on the VMEC [77] equilibrium for the corresponding
magnetic configuration and the density profile obtained from combined Thomson Scattering,
interferometry and He-beam diagnostics (see [78] and references therein) at t = 1201 ms,
indicated with a vertical line in figure 3.1. All possible low mode number (m < 9) and low
frequency ( f < 400 kHz) shear-Alfvén continuum lines are shown in figure 3.2. Note that
the calculations are presented for mixed mode families, not for a fixed mode family as it is
customary [76]. In this, like in many similar cases, no gap modes are found at the relevant
frequencies below 200 kHz. This is particularly disturbing given the fact that these modes
are very common in TJ-II operation [75]. It could be argued that there are GAEs associated
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Figure 3.1 NBI heating phase in TJ-II discharge #28158. Spectrograms of Mirnov coil a)
and bolometer b) signals. Mode labelled 1 has poloidal number m = 5 and is related with
the rotation of ι = 8/5 islands in the near edge region. Modes 2 and 3 are Alfvénic. c) Net
toroidal current I p , line-averaged density n̄e and Hα . A vertical line indicates the firing of the
Thomson Scattering laser.
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Figure 3.2 Shear Alfvén continuum spectrum for low mode number modes (m < 9) that
below 400 kHz in #28158 at time t=1200 ms
to the maximum/minimum found for the (m = 3, n = 5) mode. The frequency associated
with the maximum might explain the ≈ 150 kHz mode, but then the minimum at ρ ≈ 0.3
with f ≈ 130 kHz would be a bad candidate for the f ≈ 60 kHz experimentally detected.

3.3

Models for low-frequency AEs in TJ-II plasmas

As we have seen in the previous representative example, and in agreement with previous
literature for TJ-II, global AEs can be excited in NBI plasmas. Therefore we must consider
this possibility. In addition, these modes presumed to be AEs are found better defined
and highly coherent in configurations with the presence of lowest order rational surfaces,
like ι = N/M = 8/5, in the interval 0.6 ≤ ρ ≤ 0.9 [75] (figure 3.1 provides indeed one
such example). It is easy to identify the rotation of such lowest order magnetic resonances
with mode analysis at the corresponding frequencies, due precisely to the low poloidal
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mode number [79–81]. Higher frequencies with a similar behaviour, i.e., with proportional
frequencies, are not detected –within diagnostic capabilities— with higher order values
M ≥ 7 often found in nearby locations. If these poloidal numbers are still low enough, e.g.
M = 9, magnetic islands with a modulating effect in the magnetic configuration and metric
coefficients might still develop. Therefore, and seeking for the simplest possible explanation,
we propose that the existence of low order rational values in the rotational transform profile
can open gaps not considered in the mode spectra of calculations like the one in figure 3.2.

3.3.1

Global Alfvén eigenmode above maximum of continuum spectrum

For shear Alfvén waves, the continuum spectrum obeys ω = (−mι +n)ωA = m(−ι +n/m)ωA
with ωA defined as vA /R, where vA is the Alfvén velocity and R represents the major radius
of the torus. For the peaked density profiles commonly found in the analysed discharges, ωA
is monotonically increasing towards the edge while (−ι + n/m) is monotonically decreasing
if n/m > ι and s > 0. This is illustrated schematically in figure 3.3. Therefore, in discharges
with some low order rational value of ι in the outer half of the plasma we expect that, from
centre to edge, the spectrum first increases due to the ωA contribution if s ≈ 0, then decreases
as (−ι + n/m) approaches zero at the resonant location. Thus, we can expect a maximum
in ω(ρ) as shown in figure 3.3. Global Alfvén waves could exist with both frequency and
position near this maximum thus avoiding strong continuum damping. This Alfvén wave
is just like reverse shear Alfvén eigenmode (RSAE) in tokamaks, the non-conventional
global Alfvén eigenmode (NGAE) found in W7-AS, and the GAE mode in LHD. Since the
maximum value of the continuum spectrum corresponds to a specific value ι = ιg , the GAE
mode frequency can be rewritten as
ω = m(−ιg + n/m)ωA ,

(3.1)

so the mode frequency depends on mode number m, mode location distance with rational
surface through n/m − ιg (assuming a monotonic ι-profile), and local characteristic Alfvén
frequency ωA . In TJ-II, the vacuum rotational transform varies ∆ι ≈ 0.1 from centre to edge as
represented schematically in figure 3.3, and the most common lowest order rational surfaces
are ι = 3/2, 5/3, 7/4, 8/5. To obtain a rough estimate about the expected frequencies of
these modes, we choose GAE mode numbers (m = 5, n = 8), expected differences −ιg +
n/m ≈ 0.05 for typical ι-profiles, and mode location where the local electron density is
approximately the line average of typical low density NBI plasmas, n̄e = 1.5 × 1019 m−3 .
With these numbers, GAE mode frequencies are expected around 130 kHz.
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Figure 3.3 Schematic plot of TJ-II rotational transform profile, typical peaked density profile
(thin black line), and corresponding (m, n) continuum spectrum (thick black line). A local
maximum ωmax appears at ι = ιg around ρ = 0.6. The profiles are normalised using centre
values of the density, ne0 , and angular frequency, ωA0 .
In some configurations, HAEs can fall in those frequency range. Some examples will
be shown in the next sections. However, we make explicit mention of the GAE because its
appropriate frequency range and behaviour fits satisfactorily most of the cases surveyed.

3.3.2

Alfvén eigenmode induced by stationary magnetic islands (MIAE)

Since any periodic modulation of the Alfvén speed can in principle produce a frequency
gap, here we assume that two counter propagating Alfvén waves are coupled due to the
periodic wave speed modulation caused by a ιis = N/M magnetic island, thus creating a gap
size of order bM,N /B0 , where bM,N is the amplitude of the radial component of the magnetic
field originating the island and B0 is the main magnetic field. We illustrate this concept
in figure 3.4 with a schematic mode coupling at the island position ιc = ιis with coupling
strength distributed as a Gaussian with amplitude 0.3 = max{bM,N /B0 }. Note that, assuming
a monotonically increasing ι(ρ), the abscissa in figure 3.4 can be identified with the radial
coordinate.
Based on this concept and using three-wave coupling conditions, the respective poloidal,
m j , and toroidal, n j , mode numbers and frequencies of two shear Alfvén modes must satisfy:
m1 = M − m2 ; n1 = N − n2 ; ω1 + ω2 = 0

(3.2)

3.3 Models for low-frequency AEs in TJ-II plasmas
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Figure 3.4 Schematic plot of the continuum spectrum in ι-frame: coupling of modes (m1 , n1 )
and (m2 , n2 ) satisfying the condition M = m1 + m2 , N = n1 + n2 (solid lines); and continuum
spectrum for each single mode (dashes). The coupling zone is the vicinity of the rational
surface ιis = N/M.
where ω j = (−m j ι + n j )ωA . The island (M, N) does not rotate in magnetic field frame. The
relation between mode frequencies holds for counter-propagating waves, while the relation
between mode numbers requires that two shear Alfvén waves couple at the ιc = ιis = N/M
rational surface where the magnetic island (M, N) is assumed to exist. The gap mode
frequency is
ω = m1 (ιis − n1 /m1 )ωA ,
(3.3)
very similar to the GAE mode frequency formula Eq. (3.1). Again, here assuming mode
numbers (m = 5, n = 8) and |ιis − n/m| ∼ 0.04, we have ω ∼ 0.2ωA and if the density at the
mode location is n̄e = 1.5 × 1019 m−3 as before, the mode frequency should be around 100
kHz.
The modes above, GAE and MIAE, are excited by the existence of NBI ions. The
wave-particle resonance condition for passing fast ions is:




 ω/ωA 
 m − nq 


 vA ,

(3.4)
vA = 
v≥
m − nq ± l 
ω/ωA ± l 

where we take l = 1 considering toroidicity as the main contribution to particle drift.
Since ω/ωA  1, then v ≈ 2πqR f and the resonance particle energy is simplified to E =
1
2
2 m(2πqc R f ) . Assuming hydrogen NBI-heated plasmas with mode frequencies 100 kHz ≤
f ≤ 200 kHz, and configurations where qc = 1/1.5 and R = 1.75 m (the equivalent major
radius for TJ-II), the resonance condition needs 2.6 ≤ E ≤ 10 keV. These energies can easily
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come after slowing down of fast ion birth energies of Eb /3, Eb /2, and Eb , where the full
particle energy is less than 35 keV.

3.4

Experimental identification of GAE and MIAE

Figure 3.5 shows data from discharge #28275 produced in the magnetic configuration labelled
101_42_64 where ι value is slightly lower than 100_44_64, then 8/5 rational surface is shifted
a little outward. The plasma is started by ECRH and further heated by co-NBI (port-through
power 0.58 MW, acceleration voltage 30 keV). During the time interval 1230 ≤ t ≤ 1290
ms, the spectrogram obtained from a bolometry chord (a) shows two wavy coherent modes
between 80 kHz and 150 kHz (mode 1 and mode 2) that almost mirror vertically the evolution
of the plasma current (b); that is, when the current increases the frequency decreases and
conversely. However, the line-averaged density traced in figure 3.5b is rather constant,
or monotonically increasing, and the total current I p changes less than 1.5 kA. The low
frequency coherent mode ≈ 20 kHz also appearing in figure 3.5a, has poloidal mode number
M = 5 and is related with the main ι = 8/5 magnetic resonance rotating in the electron
diamagnetic drift direction [81]. In general, the modes associated to plasma rotation in these
co-NBI plasmas remain quite steady unless there is a significant confinement change, like in
the L-H transition.
Mode 1 and mode 2 can coexist in time, but it is a common observation that when mode
1 is intense, mode 2 is very weak or not detected; and when mode 1 ceases then mode 2
becomes suddenly intense but normally less coherent than mode 1. It is interesting to note,
as it is also a common observation, that the island rotation is non-coherent and weak when
mode 1 appears. However, mode 2 seems to have no interaction with the island rotation.
Despite the larger frequency, mode 2 is more inside the plasma –where the density is
larger– than mode 1. In figure 3.6 we compare the intensities of bolometer chords named
ABOL1 (impact parameter ρ = 0.84), ABOL2 (ρ = 0.66) and ABOL3 (ρ = 0.51). It is
evident that the two outermost chords, ABOL1 and ABOL2, have a relative higher signal
during mode 1, while ABOL2 and the innermost ABOL3 (ρ = 0.51) are more intense during
mode 2. In particular, the intensity of extreme bolometers, ABOL1 and ABOL3, practically
exchange roles at t ≈ 1260 ms as it is expected if the perturbation associated to mode 2 is
more inside the plasma.
Figure. 3.7a shows all possible low mode number (m < 10) and low frequency ( f < 400
kHz) shear-Alfvén continuum spectra calculated from STELLGAP at the Thomson Scattering
time in figure 3.5. Two HAE gaps named HAE2,4 and HAE3,4 are due to magnetic helical
components (m = 2, n = 4) and (m = 3, n = 4), which naturally exist in the corresponding
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Figure 3.5 TJ-II discharge #28275 during co-NBI heating. a) Spectrogram of a bolometry
chord with impact parameter ρ = 0.84, and predicted frequencies (dashed lines) for shearAlfvén (2,3) coupled to (5,8) for mode 1, and single (5,8) for mode 2. A vertical line is drawn
where mode 2 appears just after mode 1 disappears. The M = 5 low frequency mode (≈ 20
kHz) is due to island rotation. b) Net toroidal current I p , line-averaged density and Hα time
traces. The firing of the Thomson Scattering laser is indicated.
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Figure 3.6 Intensity of modes 1 and 2 (figure 3.5) detected by bolometer chords with different
impact parameters: ABOL1 (ρ = 0.84), ABOL2 (ρ = 0.66) and ABOL3 (ρ = 0.51).
TJ-II vacuum configuration. A GAE above the maximum frequency for the m = 5, n = 8
branch is due to the low magnetic shear near the magnetic axis, similarly to the prototype
case of figure 3.3. The calculation in figure 3.7a does not show HAE gaps at the relatively
low frequency range displayed in figure 3.5, and only the HAE mode at f ∼ 150 kHz
might be identified. Below 150 kHz, however, there are several spectrum crossing points at
rational surfaces. For example (m = 2, n = 3) and (m = 5, n = 8) cross at the radial location
(ρ ≈ 0.65) of the resonant ι = 11/7 (dashed circle). Let us assume that there is a locked
island at the resonance. The continuum spectrum of two shear-Alfvén waves (m1 = 2, n1 = 3)
and (m2 = 5, n2 = 8) is shown in figure 3.7b using the simplified cylindrical geometry. These
two modes cross at ιc = 11/7, where the magnetic island may cause the appearance of a
frequency gap. Aside from extracting the relevant modes, the main purpose of comparing
the STELLGAP and cylindrical calculations is to prove that the latter is, once the model is
fixed, quite well suited to search for consistency in a wide variety of discharges despite the
complicated magnetic geometry of the TJ-II device.
The two calculations in figure 3.7a and b, STELLGAP and cylindrical respectively, show
also a local maximum frequency in the (m2 = 5, n2 = 8) branch of the continuum spectrum
where a global Alfvén wave may exist with both, frequency and position, near the maximum.
Therefore, based on the calculations we expect two different modes, a GAE and a MIAE.
Their respective locations are consistent with the observations from bolometry (figure 3.6).
Mode 1 locates in the outer half of the plasma (ρ > 0.51) and is quite likely close to the
impact radius of the ABOL2 line of sight (ρ = 0.66), which has a large comparative intensity.
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Figure 3.7 a) Low mode number (m < 10) shear-Alfvén continuum spectra in discharge
#28275. Natural frequency gaps HAE and GAE are indicated by solid red circles and
horizontal line respectively. A dashed circle indicates a possible MAIE. b) Detail of modes
(m1 = 2, n1 = 3) –blue– and (m2 = 5, n2 = 8) –red– calculated using the cylindrical model
(solid lines) and STELLGAP (dashed) at Thomson Scattering time, see figure. 3.5. Two short
horizontal lines indicate the coupling zone around the magnetic island M = 7, N = 11.
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Figure 3.8 Poloidal mode number analysis of mode 1 ( f ≈ 100 kHz) within time 1240-1242
ms in figure 3.5 based on an array of Mirnov coils.
On the other hand, ABOL2 and ABOL3 (ρ = 0.51) have equal high intensities for mode
2 while the outermost chord ABOL1 barely detects it. According to mode location and
frequency dispersion width, mode 1 behaves like the gap mode due to the island, while
mode 2 is a GAE above the maximum frequency shown in figure 3.7. The poloidal mode
number analysis based on an array of 25 poloidally distributed Mirnov coils indicates that
the frequency of mode 1 is contributed by two mode numbers, m1 = 2 and m2 = 5, as noted
in their higher intensities when mode 1 is active (figure 3.8). This is also consistent with the
mode coupling model and, moreover, the presence of such mode numbers at this frequency
would be difficult to justify otherwise. Since mode 2 locates deeper in the plasma, Mirnov
coils can only weakly detect it and the mode number analysis is not possible.
Note in figure 3.7 that the gap (mode 1) and global (mode 2) modes share the same
mode numbers (m = 5, n = 8) at different frequencies, but their locations are close enough,
δ ρ ≈ 0.2 ∼ 3 cm, that they can easily overlap. This may explain why they cannot coexist
easily, as observed in many similar cases. In addition, mode 1 and island rotation share also
the same mode numbers (m = 5, n = 8) and their locations are also close, δ ρ ≈ 0.2, so there
might be an interaction that disturbs coexistence as well.
Assuming that the modes are the GAE and MIAE just described, we predict the frequency
evolution shown with dashed-lines in figure 3.5a. Here the density-profile form is assumed
fixed although the profile is normalised with the evolving line-averaged density. To simplify
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the calculations, a current density with Gaussian profile peaked on axis is used:
2

ρ
µRI p 1 − exp(− 2σ 2 )
∆ι(ρ) =
,
2πa2 BT ρ 2 1 − exp(− 1 2 )

(3.5)

2σ

where σ parameterizes the width of the current density profile. Note that, near the plasma
edge, the exponentials practically cancel so the variation in ι is almost proportional to the
net plasma current in this region. We choose σ = 0.6 in Eq. (3.5) and the cylindrical model
(figure 3.7b) to estimate the time evolution of the mode frequencies. For mode 1 in figure 3.5a,
the frequency gap position corresponds to a determined ιc = 11/7 that moves radially as the
current modifies the ι profile. Following the local value of the density, the mode frequency
decreases (increases) as the gap position moves inwards (outwards) due to the increasing
(decreasing) plasma current, which causes the wavy changes in frequency opposing I p (t).
Note that up to t ≈ 1240 ms the Hα signal indicates that the plasma-wall interaction is not
constant and the density profile shape, mainly at the periphery, should be evolving. Therefore
the prediction based on a fixed form for ne (ρ) is not expected to be accurate.
For the frequency of the global mode (#2 in figure 3.5a), the small change in plasma
current about δ I p = 0.2 kA leaves the location of the maximum almost unaltered, but the ι
value at the location of such maximum, i.e., ιg , increases as the positive current shifts up the
ι-profile. Since ιg < n/m, an increasing current gets ιg closer to n/m and, according to Eq.
(3.1), k|| ∼ (−ιg + n/m) gets smaller and forces the frequency to decrease; and vice versa.
As a second example we have chosen a plasma built in a quite different magnetic
configuration and heated with counter-NBI. Figure 3.9 corresponds to data from discharge
#30092, produced in a configuration (100_36_62 in TJ-II terminology, see figure 1.5) in
vacuum. The ι = 3/2 resonance is located around ρ = 0.64. Counter-NBI is used for further
heating after ECRH, which drives a negative current, see figure 3.9b. The average density
n̄e , also drawn in figure 3.9b, is monotonically increasing from 1.1 to 3 × 1019 m−3 . The
spectrogram of a Mirnov coil in figure 3.9a shows several coherent modes between 50 and
200 kHz. During the interval 1140 ≤ t ≤ 1180 ms, the mode frequency are slightly wavy
against current despite the continuously increasing n̄e , a fact consistent with the MIAE or
GAE modes discussed earlier. After t = 1180 ms I p is rather constant, but the increasing n̄e
makes all frequencies drop. Coherent mode 1 must be near the plasma centre because only
bolometry chords passing around the centre can detect it intensely (not shown). Coherent
mode 2 is strongly excited and is well detected by Mirnov coils and bolometers. Mode 5 is
exactly twice the frequency of mode 2 and we ascribe it to a harmonic. Mode 3, which is little
coherent before 1200 ms, seems to be a different type of mode in comparison with modes
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Figure 3.9 NBI heating phase in TJ-II discharge #30092. a) Coherent Alfvén waves with
frequencies between 80 kHz and 200 kHz in the spectrogram of a Mirnov coil. Two less
coherent modes below 30 kHz are related with the ι = 3/2 rational surface and have respective
mode numbers M = 2 and M = 4. b) Time evolution of net toroidal current I p , line-averaged
density and Hα light.
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Figure 3.10 Continuum spectrum calculated from STELLGAP for TJ-II discharge #30092
at t = 1170 ms assuming that ι is modified with I p = −1.34 kA, and σ = 0.3 in Eq. (3.5).
Two natural HAE3,4 gaps are marked with solid red circles. Dashed circles indicate possible
gaps where magnetic island may develop. The numbers suggest correspondence with the
mode labels in figure 3.9.
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1, 2 and 5. Finally, coherent mode 4 appears approximately after mode 2 is suppressed,
suggesting some relationship among them.
Figure 3.10 is a plot of all possible low mode number (m ≤ 10) continuum spectra for
frequencies below ≈ 200 kHz based on a STELLGAP calculation. The magnetic equilibrium
is obtained using parameters at Thomson Scattering time, t = 1170 ms in figure 3.9, namely
the density profile and I p = −1.34 kA (with σ = 0.3 in Eq. (3.5)). The sole two natural gaps
(encircled with continuous lines) cannot explain all the modes that show up in figure 3.9a.
These natural gaps are of type HAE3,4 and have respective frequencies around 100 kHz and
80 kHz. By comparing with the spectrum at t = 1170 ms (vertical blue line in figure 3.9a),
mode 3 seems to match the 110 kHz HAE3,4 resulting from the coupling of modes (9, 13)
and (6, 9). At the position of the ι = 13/9 rational, where a magnetic island may develop,
two modes (5, 7) and (4, 6) cross at 90 kHz. This can explain mode 2 in figure 3.9a; and there
is a second harmonic at the same location coupling modes (10, 14) and (8, 12) at frequency
180 kHz, which is quite possibly the case for mode 5.
Another possibility for coupling in figure 3.10 is (3, 4) and (6, 9) with frequency 135
kHz assuming a gap opened by the island (M = 9, N = 13), which is the same island as for
the coupling of modes (5, 7) and (4, 6). We observe that the composition of wave-numbers
matches the island helicity in both cases (four-wave coupling) but the couplings happen at
different frequencies. Therefore these two couplings may disturb each other. Now we recall
that mode 4 in figure. 3.9a does not show up until mode 2 is close to disappear (notice vertical
black line). If we assume that the frequency ratio between modes 4 and 2 (approximately
1.45 at t = 1206 ms) keeps constant during the discharge and we trace it back to t = 1170 ms,
then the frequency of mode 4 should be around 140 kHz. All these facts combined make the
coupling of modes (3, 4) and (6, 9) due to the (M = 9, N = 13) island a plausible explanation
for mode 4 in figure 3.9.
Finally, there are two difficulties in the interpretation of figure 3.9 in view of figure
3.10. First, modes (3, 4) and (9, 13) cross in the core region (ρ < 0.4) at frequency 90 kHz.
We have seen in figure 3.9 that mode 1 is a core mode with similar frequency, which is
why we encircle a mode 1 also in figure 3.10 although we cannot propose an identification
because the uncertainty about the ι-profile in the core region is large. Second, we have
not mentioned anything about the HAE3,4 at ≈ 90 kHz in figure 3.10 (encircled but not
labeled). A possibility, assuming that the rest of the modes are correctly interpreted, is that its
proximity both in frequency and space with mode #2 together with the shared (4, 6) branch
make it difficult to excite it; or maybe the HAE3,4 gap is not significant.
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Coupling between rotating islands and shear-Alfvén
waves

Once assumed the ability of locked islands to open gaps in the shear-Alfvén continuum of
TJ-II plasmas, it is natural to search for the existence of couplings between rotating magnetic
islands and alfvénic waves. Next we show that such couplings exist indeed, but the plasma
conditions are different as it proves the fact that they have not been detected in the previous
cases (figures 3.1, 3.5 and 3.9).
Discharge #19189 (figure 3.11) was operated in a magnetic configuration as in #30092
(3.9). Approximately balanced co- and counter- NBIs are used to heat the plasma with
combined port-through power around 0.83 MW. Figure. 3.11a is the spectrogram of a Mirnov
coil where several coherent modes below 300 kHz are clearly discriminated. Below 100
kHz, modes #1 and #2 with respective poloidal numbers M3/2 = 2 and M6/4 = 4 are strongly
excited and can be identified as rotating magnetic islands related with ι = 3/2. Between
100 kHz and 300 kHz, several branches of Alfvén modes are excited: the coherent mode #3
is excited independently of #1 and #2, as can be inferred from the fact that it remains after
modes #1 and #2 are suppressed; while the existence of modes #4 and #5 is related with that
of modes #1 and #2. After carefully checking simultaneous frequencies, it is clear that mode
#2 is coupled with #3 producing mode #5; and #1 is coupled with #3 giving rise to mode #4.
We note that the mode that seems to behave independently (#3) shows characteristics
that are similar to the cases presented earlier: its frequency is generally decreasing as the
line-averaged density increases and there is a gentle modulation due to the plasma current
effect, see figure 3.11b. This might be an HAE2,4 based on STELLGAP calculations (not
shown). The main observation, however, is that an existing Alfvén mode (#3) can interact
with a rotating island, which in essence provides a wave for the magnetic components, giving
rise to new coherent modes.
Figure. 3.12 presents the case of a discharge (#21618) in the same magnetic configuration
of discharge #28158 (see figure 3.1) but now 0.95 MW of simultaneous co- and counter-NBI
are used to heat and fuel the plasma. According to the spectrogram in figure 3.12a, modes in
a broad range of frequencies are excited: mode #1 is rotating quite steadily at 30 kHz with
detected poloidal mode number M = 5, and is again related with the rational surface ι = 8/5.
The repeated frequency interval clearly visible between #2 to #6 is just the frequency of mode
#1, while mode #2 appears quite independently of mode #1 and continues for a while when
the discharge enters H-mode at t ≈ 1140 ms (note Hα signal and n̄e in figure 3.12b) with a
more pronounced decreasing frequency due to the growth and widening of the density profile.
Mode #2 is identified as HAE2,4 due to the helical modulation coil M=2, N=4 (see circle in
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Figure 3.11 a) Spectrogram of a Mirnov coil for TJ-II discharge #19189. Coherent modes
#1 and #2 with respective poloidal mode numbers −2 and −4 are related with the rational
surface ι = 3/2. Modes #3, #4 and #5 are Alfvén waves excited during NBI heating. b)
Line-averaged density, toroidal current I p , and Hα signal.
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Figure 3.12 (a) Mirnov coil spectrogram for TJ-II discharge #21618 during the co+counter
NBI phase. (b) Hα signal, line-averaged density, and toroidal current I p .
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Figure 3.13 Continuum spectrum calculated from STELLGAP for #21618 using density
profile measured at t = 1125 ms. A HAE frequency gap opens at ρ ≈ 0.5.
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figure 3.13). The predicted gap opens at ρ = 0.5 at frequency 160 kHz which is consistent
with observed freqency at 150 kHz at t=1125 ms. The Alfvén eigenmode due two crossings
(6,9) and (8,13) doesn’t share the same helicity with the island rotation mode (M=5,N=8),
thus the coupling with it generates new waves, and in this case, it cascades upward.

3.6

Discussion

We have seen that, especially considering uncertainties associated to the determination of
the density profile, the effective atomic mass or the rotational transform profile, a cylindrical
approximation is satisfactory to perform a first search for possible gaps or extrema in the
spectrum (figure 3.7). Once established the possibility of the magnetic island induced
Alfvén eigenmodes (MIAE), we have practiced studies like those shown above in many other
discharges with different magnetic configurations and plasma parameters. Cases are abundant
because Alfvén waves are ubiquitous in NBI plasmas of the TJ-II device. It is assumed that
magnetic resonances can give rise to magnetic island structures, i.e., a well defined helicity
–and possible harmonics– in the perturbation to the magnetic field. Not knowing beforehand
what gaps are possible, we have followed some criteria to choose the gap-inducing island
and the coupling modes. For the island, we always choose the lowest order rational that
does not correspond to a rotating island, i.e., such that a coherent mode with the expected
frequency is not detected. For the coupling modes there are normally several choices for a
given island. We again use the criterion of combining lowest mode numbers at the island
location. For TJ-II magnetic configurations, these couplings always have a contribution from
the main magnetic resonances like 8/5, 7/4, 5/3 and 3/2. This can explain why, as observed
originally [75], such low frequency coherent modes appear normally in configurations with
low order rational values of ι around the outer half of the plasma.
The often wavy evolution of these modes is generally the consequence of changes in ωA
via the local mass density, which can in turn come from the movement of the gap location
throughout the plasma or from a local change in density. We illustrate the latter case in
figure 3.14, where a sudden change in recycling neutrals, possibly due to a small impurity
entrance, affects the local densities and thus the frequency. It is TJ-II discharge #30827 in
magnetic configuration 101_031_60 with vacuum edge ιa = 1.5, heated with counter-NBI
with a port-through power of 0.56 MW. The spectrogram figure 3.14a shows a pronounced
wavy evolution of the mode frequency in an opposite way to the edge Hα but rather unrelated
with the evolution of the line-averaged density n̄e or the net plasma current I p , see figure
3.14b, which are monotonically increasing. In this discharge the evolution of Hα light can be
related with corresponding changes in the electron density near the plasma edge, which can
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Figure 3.14 a) Spectrogram of a bolometry chord tangent to ρ ≈ 0.75, b) Hα signal, c)
line-averaged density and d) toroidal current for TJ-II discharge #30827.
cause the variation of Alfvén frequency. In this discharge, a MIAE is deduced base on the
assumption that ι = 10/7 island open a frequency gap for (1,1) coupling with (6,9) as shown
figure 3.15a, approximately at ρ = 0.65 in spatial space, where locally the density undergo
dramatical change due to impurity entering. Here we solve the inverse problem: assuming
√
a ∝ 1/ ne dependence for the mode frequency and constant atomic mass, the given time
evolution of the frequency would be explained with the change in local density shown in
figure 3.15b. It has been calculated choosing the radial location that corresponds to ι = 10/7
(practically fixed because of the constant plasma current). While taking impurity contribution
effect to the total mass density, the necessary condition for electron density variation should
be reduced.
Conversely, in steady plasmas where the modification of the density profile is not dominant, the time evolution of the frequency of low-frequency AEs in TJ-II is basically due to
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Figure 3.15 a) Alfvén continuum spectrum for two branches (1,1) and (6,9) crossing at
ι = 10/7, where MIAE may resides; b) evolution of the density at the fixed location ρ10/7 =
ρ(ι = 10/7) that is needed to explain the frequency evolution in figure 3.14a.
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Figure 3.16 Spectrogram of a bolometer chord passing near the plasma edge detecting an
Alfvén wave in TJ-II discharge #36790. The over plotted dots, labelled with radial positions,
indicate the instants at which successive pins from a 12-pin electric probe stop detecting the
mode. A star indicates the time at which a Mirnov coil stops detecting the same mode.
the movement of the resonant layers, via changes in ι(ρ), throughout the plasma. In low
magnetic shear conditions, a small variation in net plasma current can shift ιc to regions of
quite different local density and the fits generally agree with the proposed models, GAE and
MIAE. We can infer such movement from the intensity of bolometer arrays, as done in figure
3.6 for two different modes, or other diagnostics like in the following example.
In figure 3.16 we see the spectrogram of the signal coming from a bolometry chord passing
near the plasma edge from NBI discharge #36790 during a time interval of continuously
increasing I p . This detector is sensitive to a large part of the plasma edge region (ρ ≥ 0.7),
thus being able to detect the mode from t ≈ 1035 ms to t ≈ 1075. In contrast, each of the
12 radially separated pins of an electric probe is sensitive to local perturbations only. The
dots over-plotted on the mode represent the time instants at which the successive pins, whose
positions in terms of effective radius of the nominal configuration are written, stop detecting
it. Likewise, a Mirnov coil also stops detecting this mode at the time indicated by a star
at t ≈ 1050 ms although the bolometer still confirms its existence. The observations agree
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with the evolution of the net plasma current, which must increase the near-edge rotational
transform thus moving inwards in radius (towards larger densities) all resonant ι values in
the zone.
The induction of ohmic currents changes the rotational transform profile at the expense of
changing also the magnetic shear [82]. However, the TJ-II Heliac can also perform dynamic
configuration scans where the rotational transform evolves during the discharge with little
change in magnetic shear with respect to the vacuum values [79, 83]. Such scans brought up
striking signatures of Alfvén waves due precisely to the movement of the gaps throughout
the plasma. Part of that phenomenology was put together in a recent work [84] under the
formulation for reverse-shear Alfvén eigenmodes, although the frequencies were fit based on
fixed mode locations and line-averaged densities assuming single-mode contributions. In
order to make a consistent interpretation of the data, we find that the mode gaps move, the
densities should be local and, finally, single modes (as GAEs) cannot explain many other
modes. However, and given the singularity of dynamic configuration discharges, it is in order
making a rough prediction of the evolution of coherent mode frequencies we would expect to
find in one such scans. To simplify matters, we have taken a fixed density profile (from TJ-II
discharge #28174 at t = 1160 ms, similar to the case in figure 3.1) and the evolution of the
vacuum ι-profiles as they would correspond to an ideal configuration scan, even though in
the real scans both, electron and plasma current densities, evolve. Such prediction is made
in figure 3.17 corresponding to dynamic scans where, respectively, magnetic resonances
M = 3, N = 5 and M = 2, N = 3 are moved inwards, i.e., they enter the plasma through
the edge and disappear in the centre after completely sweeping the plasma. Black lines are
GAE frequencies falling with increasing edge ι, and colour lines are MIAE frequencies that
are also decreasing. We can observe that GAEs change frequency quite linearly, almost in
proportion to the edge rotational transform. On the other hand, MIAE frequencies go down
in parallel with nearby GAE modes until, at some point, they approach the GAE branch and
stop once they touch it. The crossing point depends on the mode, but it is generally found
around 100 kHz. In the first scan, figure 3.17a, the main resonance ι = 5/3 traverses the
plasma and four main rational values play the dominate role, ι = 8/5, 5/3, 10/6, and 7/4.
In figure 3.17b, the configuration scan makes ι = 3/2 cross the plasma. Since this is a very
low order rational value, there are less few low-order rational numbers nearby and we expect
less populated spectrograms as the figure suggests. In this case, the main contributions are
due to the rationals 11/7 and 8/5.
The evolution of mode frequencies in real plasmas is affected by –at least– variations
in the density and rotational transform profiles. It is still interesting to make a qualitative
comparison with the model case. The two spectrograms in figure 3.18 correspond respectively
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Figure 3.17 Evolution of GAE and MIAE frequencies with edge ι in an ideal magnetic configuration scans where ι(ρ), with a profile shape like the standard configuration 100_44_64,
is shifted up at constant electron density profile (taken from TJ-II #28174 at n̄e = ×1019
m−3 ). GAE modes are indicated with dashed lines and single mode numbers. MIAEs are
indicated with solid colour lines and couples of mode numbers. a) 5/3 Sweeping, b) 3/2
sweeping (see text). The shaded areas are in correspondence with figure 3.18.
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Figure 3.18 Spectrograms of bolometry chords in TJ-II magnetic configuration scans where
ιa increases in time covering the shading area in the respective figures 3.17. a) discharge
#27792 sweeping the 5/3 resonance throughout the plasma, b) discharge #33716 sweeping
the 3/2 resonance.
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to the model spectrograms in figure 3.17: both are dynamic configuration scans in co-injected
NBI plasmas at average densities around n̄e = 1.5 × 1019 m−3 where either the ι = 5/3
(a) or the ι = 3/2 (b) resonance is swept all over the plasma from edge to core. The edge
rotational transform covers approximately the shaded areas in figures 3.17a and 3.17b. We
find that the 5/3 sweeping is more populated than the 3/2 one in terms of coherent modes
and, in both cases, nearby modes seem to appear, as indicated by circles, especially in the
3/2 sweeping case. Qualitatively speaking, the behaviour and range of the mode frequencies
are as expected from the model. Note that, as it happened with previous examples, some of
the modes could be explained as GAEs, but dynamic configuration scans show more modes
that would be difficult to explain without considering MIAEs.
In order to finish the discussion of TJ-II phenomenology we turn back to figure 3.1
considering it again as a representative in TJ-II plasmas. Now all features that resisted a
consistent interpretation seem logical just with the addition of the MIAE frequency gaps:
the changes of frequency often respond to the changes in plasma current mainly due to the
localisation of the gaps not far from the edge. In some cases there may be a doubt about
the nature of some of the Alfvén modes because they could be related with different types,
like in the particular discharge #28158 used for figure 3.1, where either a maximum of the
(n = 5, m = 3) branch or the MIAE above ι = 13/8 in figure 3.2 might explain mode #3.
But, generally speaking, many modes are as hard to justify as mode #2 unless the MIAE
phenomenon is allowed. Some aspects of the phenomenology, like the exchange of intensities
with rotation modes and the behaviour in magnetic configuration scans have been very useful
to probe the hypothesis of the MIAE. Other aspects require further work, like the relation
between off-axis sawteeth and the jump between branches (similarly to figure 3.5) or, in
general, all aspects related with the coupling between island rotation and Alfvén modes.
In forthcoming AE studies, the consideration of helicities added to the magnetic field
from magnetic islands should help to confirm or reject the results here reported. Cases
have been documented where edge Alfvén waves are separated by low frequencies as they
may come from tearing mode activity, like in ASDEX-U plasmas [85]. Such coupling
between low-mode numbers and Alfvén waves of different nature has been documented
in FTU [74] (beta-induced Alfvén eigenmodes) and HL-2A (TAE modes) [73], and an
explicit case of three-wave coupling involving low mode number energetic particle modes
and TAEs has been reported in NSTX [86]. Reversed magnetic shear experiments in the
LHD have shown the non-linear interaction between reverse shear AEs and geodesic acoustic
modes [87]. Generally speaking, mode-coupling phenomena should not be rare either in
stellarator/heliotron devices, and magnetic islands may provide another way of coupling,
especially in devices with low magnetic shear configurations. After a revision of the literature
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it seems that many detected modes have not been classified in such devices as the W7-AS
(see, for instance, [88] and figure 103 in [89]) and the Heliotron-J [90, 91]. Not claiming
that unidentified modes must be of MIAE type, we encourage investigations that consider
this possibility. MIAEs and couplings with rotating islands should eventually appear during
the operation of the high-ι (∼ 1) and low magnetic shear Wendelstein 7-X stellarator, where
bootstrap currents and the operation with an island divertor can force the appearance of islands
with poloidal mode numbers 5–12 inside the plasma [92]. In addition, if the mechanisms of
wave-wave coupling here proposed are confirmed, they might provide a way to act on fast
ion losses and, in particular, the MIAE might be used with diagnostic purposes much in the
way it is done with reverse shear AEs in tokamaks. MIAEs should locate where magnetic
islands do and, additionally, they should disappear if the island chain starts rotating.

Chapter 4
Acoustic mode driven by fast electrons in
ECR plasma
Intense harmonic oscillations in radiation signals (δ I/I ∼ 5%) are commonly observed
during ECR heating in TJ-II stellarator plasmas at low line-averaged electron density, 0.15 <
n̄e < 0.6 × 1019 m−3 . Their nature is mostly electrostatic since they are rarely detected with
Mirnov coils, ECE or soft X-ray detectors. The fundamental mode frequency agrees with
acoustic modes and scales with acoustic speed. Their fundamental mode number is (m=2,
n=1). They exhibit standing-wave like behaviour in the poloidal plane, as geodesic acoustic
modes (GAM), but propagate at approximately the ion sound speed in the toroidal direction,
as ion sound waves (ISW). The modes are found in the proximity of low order rational
values of the rotational transform (ι = 1/q = 8/5 and 5/3) and are excited by fast electron
populations. At line-averaged densities above the known critical n̄e ≈ 0.65 × 1019 m−3 for
the confinement transition in ECR plasmas, the mode disappears in coincidence with the
onset of island unlocking in the periphery.

4.1

Introduction

The Geodesic Acoustic Mode (GAM) [93], which is a high frequency zonal flow, cannot be
directly driven by pressure gradient because n = 0. Nonlinear theory has predicted it to be
driven by turbulence and is expected to be edge localized [94], which is consistent with many
experimental observations in tokamak plasmas [95–97]. However, GAMs can also be driven
by EPs through velocity space, like the global GAM observed during ICR heating in JET
[98]; or the EP-induced GAM (EGAM) found during NBI heating in DIII-D [99, 100], where
the GAM extends to the core. Moreover, core localized GAMs also exist in Ohmic heated
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plasma in T-10 [101] and HL-2A [102] at the onset of strong tearing modes. In fact, the
modes were found in the vicinity of rational surfaces (mainly q = 2), which also coincides
with earlier observations of GAMs near q = 3 in the edge of TEXT [103]. A fast-electron
excitation mechanism is proposed in HL-2A [102], while the necessary condition of having
islands is unclear. In the LHD [104], EGAMs due to fast NBI ions were identified, based on
the agreement with theoretical expectations, like n = 0 and m = 0 modes for plasma potential
fluctuations, and m = 1 for plasma density fluctuations at EGAM frequencies. On the whole,
non-axisymmetric devices are rich in configurational parameters and can become a good
benchmark for studies on general acoustic modes, e.g. [105].
As mentioned in previous chapters, the TJ-II Heliac is a device well suited for magnetic
configuration studies including the effects of low-order rational surfaces. In this device, a
mostly electrostatic mode that causes intense radiation fluctuations has been observed during
ECR heating. It is located in the plasma column but never beyond the location of a low order
rational surface. In this chapter, we present a first characterization of some low frequency
modes as acoustic and fast-electron driven. In what follows we give a quick overview of the
phenomenon, then show frequency scalings and modal structure compatible with acoustic
modes, and illustrate the relation with fast electrons.

4.2

Experimental setup and general features

Plasmas of interest here are started and maintained with ECR (Pin ≤ 600 kW, 2 gyrotrons).
Thousands of discharges produced under different magnetic configurations of the TJ-II
operational space (i. e., 2.2 ≥ ι(0) ≥ 1.2), different wall conditions (all metal, metal/C, B and
Li coating) and different gases have been examined, although the two magnetic configurations
more used in this study are 100-42-63 and 100-44-64. These have only slightly different
rotational transform limits in vacuum 1.53 ≤ ι(0) ≤ 1.63 and 1.55 ≤ ι(0) ≤ 1.65, therefore
both contain the rational value 8/5 near the periphery, at ρ ≈ 0.88 and ρ ≈ 0.76 respectively.
In low density (ne ≤ 0.55 × 1019 m−3 ) ECR heated plasmas, the electron temperature is much
higher than that of ions, typically 400 eV and 80 eV at ρ ≈ 0.5.
In this kind of plasmas fast electrons are normally generated and found well confined
close to low order rational (ι = N/M) surfaces, at least near the plasma edge [106, 27]. It
is also rather common to observe coherent or quasi-coherent modes detectable with heavy
ion beam probes, Mirnov coils, ECE detectors, and bolometers [37]. However, it is often the
case that neither Mirnov coils nor ECE diagnostics can detect them.
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Figure 4.1 a) Scheme of a 16-channel photodiode array (A and D) on top of the Poincarè
plot of one of the configurations used. A hypothetical m = 2 mode structure, characteristic
of standing wave is overplotted (see text). The ι = 8/5 region is indicated. b) toroidal layout
of bolometer arrays in equivalent sectors D, A, and B, and stellarator symmetric C.
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Figure 4.2 Mode excitation relying on magnetic configurations. Panels a)d)g) are power
spectrograms of a bolometer viewing through ρ ≈ 0.5; b)e)h) are time evolution of line
averaged electron density and diamagnetic energy; c)f)i) the rotational transform profiles of
each magnetic configuration in vacuum.

4.2.1

Configuration dependence: island in the periphery

We have compared discharges with different magnetic configurations and similar plasma
parameters in order to clarify the relationship between mode appearance and the rational
surfaces location in the plasma column. It is worthy to note that comparisons were made
using configurations with very similar shape and volume in order to have an equivalent
viewing geometry of the bolometer arrays. Comparing discharges #35523 and 35531 (left
and center columns in figure 4.2), it can be appreciated that the mode around 20 kHz (figure
4.2a) shows up when ι = 8/5 island is located around ρ ≈ 0.75 (figure 4.2c), however no
clear mode can be seen (in figure 4.2d) once ι = 8/5 island is just moved out the plasma
as seen from ι profile in figure 4.2f. In another discharge #35563 in which a new island
ι = 5/3 is placed in the periphery around ρ = 0.90, the mode appears around 22 kHz. The
necessary condition of having an island in the periphery to excite the mode is rather robust;
the mode frequency is generally independent of rational value, and the island position can be
flexible (within 0.7 ≤ ρ ≤ 0.9). Once it appears, the mode frequency is independent of island
rational numbers, which rules out tearing mode or interchange mode where the frequencies
should scale with the mode number. In addition, neither magnetic nor electron temperature
fluctuation at that mode frequency is detected, thus indicating that the nature of the modes is
different from those previous studied; i.e., it is neither tearing mode (Chapter 2), nor Alfvén
wave (Chapter 3).
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Figure 4.3 Mode frequency independence on density. a) c) power spectrograms of bolometer
viewing at ρ ≈ 0.5; b) d) line average density and diamagnetic energy time evolutions.

4.2.2

Density independence

Now, keeping fixed the magnetic configuration (100-44-64), we have compared discharges
with different plasma parameters. Figure 4.3 shows the power spectra of radiation signals
detected with a bolometer with impact parameter ρ ≈ 0.5 and the line averaged electron
density and the diamagnetic energy of two representative discharges #40763 and 40772. A
mode around 20 kHz is observed, although the line average densities are significantly different, ne ≈ 0.3 × 1019 m−3 and ne ≈ 0.45 × 1019 m−3 respectively. This density independence
further supports that the nature of the mode is not Alfvénic.

4.2.3

Mass to charge ratio and electron temperature dependence

Frequently in discharges with freshly lithium-coated walls, small lithium flakes can be
detached and enter the plasma provoking rapid raises and drops of radiation signals. Figure
4.4 shows an example of an ECR heated deuterium discharge with magnetic configuration
100-44-64 and small negative current, in which these low Z impurities enter into the plasma
repetitively (see caption). The rapid raises of radiation are mainly due to line radiation
coming from excitations of Li+1 and Li+2 , from a slight decrease in electron temperature
and from a small increment in the effective charge and electron density due to the ionisation
of Li+1 and Li+2 . The effect on the fundamental mode and its harmonics can be seen in the
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Figure 4.4 Discharge #30596 with lithium impurities entering the deuterium plasma repetitively during ECR heating. a) Power spectrogram of bolometer viewing in the center of
plasma; b) plasma parameters time evolutions: electron temperature measured by ECE at
ρ = 0.53, line averaged density, bolometer signal with impact parameter ρ = 0.65, and
plasma current. Vertical lines indicate the moments when the second harmonic starts to drop
the frequency.
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spectrogram of a bolometer signal with impact parameter ρ ≈ 0 represented in figure 4.4a.
After each impurity entrance, the modes intensities notably increase and their frequencies
drop and recover their previous levels, approximately. As it is shown, the time evolution of
local electron temperature (and ne ) roughly follows that of modes frequency and radiation
signal, but with a little delay (more evident as the plasma current becomes more negative).
Then, other changing parameters at the plasma periphery must be modifying the modes
frequency before electrons cool down. Taking into account that the mass to charge ratios
of lithium ions with respect to deuterium ions are 3.5 for Li+1 and 1.75 for Li+2 , and that
the ionisation potentials are 5.4 eV and 75.6 eV, respectively, one changing parameter is the
effective ion mass. This observation and all the dependences above described, have led us to
consider that these modes are likely of acoustic nature.

4.3

Identification of acoustic mode

Figure 4.5 shows a representative discharge (TJ-II #30588) to illustrate the main features of
these modes. It is an ECR heated deuterium plasma with slowly increasing electron density
up to 0.5 × 1019 m−3 until ECR heating switch-off (vertical dashed line). The time evolution
of some global plasma parameters is shown in figures 4.5a and 4.5b (see caption). Ions are
heated through collision with electrons and their temperature stays rather constant between
70–80 eV. The diamagnetic energy roughly increases with n̄e , Hα light intensity also linearly
increases with density if there is no edge confinement change. Although not shown, the
electron temperature deduced from central ECE channel is higher than the central electron
temperature which is typically less than 1.2 keV, this mismatch is due to the fast electron
contamination. The hard X-ray signal (HXR), which follows the fast electron losses with
energies above 80 keV, rapidly goes up in the begining of the discharge when fast electrons
are generated (see super-high value from ECE(0) at the begining), then decays slowly during
the discharge.
Figure 4.5c shows the spectrogram of one bolometer signal with impact parameter
ρ = 0. The frequency of the intense fundamental mode evolves from 22 to 16 kHz and is
accompanied by two clearly defined harmonics. The mode appears once n̄e > 0.2 × 1019 m−3
and keeps high intensity level in radiation fluctuations, although the frequency decreases with
electron temperature as the density rises. The Fourier analysis of the Mirnov coil signal and
ECE signals spectra have the same behaviour, they only shows the initial part of the first and
second harmonics found by bolometry. Observe that the appearance of magnetic oscillation
coincides with the sudden HXR signal drop (see figures 4.5b and 4.5e), which suggests that
the magnetic component is generated due to a temporal change of fast electron distribution.
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Figure 4.5 ECR heated deuterium discharge #30588. a)-b) Time traces of ion temperature,
diamagnetic energy, line-density, Hα intensity, hard X-ray flux and central ECE signal; c)
radiation signal spectrogram from a bolometer with impact parameter ρ = 0; d)e) spectrogram
of ECE and Mirnov coil signal respectively.
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The absence of electron temperature fluctuation (see figures 4.5d) and the fact that the
modes change character from magnetic to electrostatic indicate that the intense radiation
oscillations should come from density fluctuations. It must be noticed that neither Langmuir
probes nor bolometers looking at the plasma edge can detect the electrostatic part of the
modes. These facts would imply that the plasma is compressible, and suggest that the mode
is core localized and, very possibly, acoustic. Two types of acoustic modes have been taken
as possible candidates, GAM and ISW.
According to the formula in [107] the GAM frequency is:
√ 
√
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2πR mi 4 Ti
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while the ion sound wave frequency is given by
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n
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Here n is toroidal mode number and the ion sound speed is taken as
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This value is calculated using electron temperature from Thomson scattering data, typical
80 eV for Ti and 1.2 times the deuterium mass as effective ion mass mi . The fundamental
GAM and ISW frequencies are plotted versus ion sound speed Cs (evaluated at ρ = 0.5) in
figure 4.6a for a series of discharges in the same magnetic configuration under the same
ECR heating. The observed frequencies are compatible with the acoustic frequency range,
below that of GAM but close to ISW. An apparently negative linear correlation between
mode frequency and n̄e is noticed in figure 4.6b, which responds to the decrease of electron
temperature with increasing density in these plasmas. In figure 4.6c we estimate the radial
profile of the GAM (continuous line) and ISW (dashed line) frequencies evaluated for
discharge #30588 (figure 4.5) at t = 1180 ms. In the background we join the spectra obtained
from bolometer chords at different impact parameters. Since the used signals are lineintegrals, only chords with ρ ≥ 0.3 are shown. Here the fluctuation level reaches (see colour
bar) ≈ 3%, although larger values are seen in other time instants (see fig. 4.5c). Again, the
frequency is clearly below that of GAM, but intersects ISW frequency at around ρ ≈ 0.6,
which is also the range where the bolometers observe the most intense oscillation (see color
bar). The mode is only detectable up to ρ ≈ 0.7, just inside the rational ι = 8/5 location.
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Figure 4.6 a) GAM and ISW frequencies at ρ = 0.5 estimated from equations (4.1) and
(4.2) (lines), and experimental data (dots). b) Observed frequency versus n̄e and linear fit.
c) Radial profiles fGAM (ρ) and fISW (ρ) for discharge #30588 at Thomson scattering time,
and spectra of bolometer chords versus impact parameter (see δ I/I percentage in colour bar).
The approximate location of the ι = 8/5 rational surface is indicated. n = 1 is used in Eq.
(4.2).
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Figure 4.7 Discharge # 40762. a) power of wavelet spectrogram of bolometer chord with
ρ = 0.5; (b) time evolution of central ECE, HXR and the radiation oscillation due to the
mode.
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Figure 4.8 Discharge # 40762. Correlation of bolometer array signals (see diagnostic layout
in figure 4.1) with the reference channel 8 (ρ = 0), in the frequency range of the acoustic
mode shown in figure 4.7a. a) poloidal and b) toroidal correlation (see text). The time interval
used is 1180–1185 ms. White line in b) indicates the toroidal propagation by following the
maximum correlation. The fitted slope is dφ /dt = −145.6 rad/ms.
The relationship between acoustic modes and fast electrons is evidenced in figure 4.7.
There, it can be seen how HXR-signal pulses are strongly correlated with the frequency
chirping down (about 5 kHz) of the mode detected at ρ = 0.5. Although no Te fluctuations
are detected at the mode frequency, the time evolution of the ECE(0) signal is sawtoothing,
in coincidence with the spiky HXR signal. It is worthy to mention that no phase inversion
is found in the Te profile, the Hα signal does not show pulsed response and, as expected,
the central radiation signal shows the opposite time evolution than that of the ECE(0). This
means that the central temperature collapse is not due to thermal plasma. The upper frequency
value of the observed mode, f = 25 kHz, matches the acoustic scaling showed in figure 4.6b
for a hydrogen plasma, with Te (ρ = 0.5)=490 eV, Ti =80 eV, and mi =1.2m p .

4.4

Acoustic mode structure and its harmonics

Correlation bolometry has been applied to reveal the acoustic mode structure as shown in
figures 4.8a and 4.8b. In the poloidal plane no global propagation trend is visible. Instead,
only two abrupt changes of the correlation sign take place, between channels 10 and 11 and
between 4 and 5, separating a wide central region with a rather constant phase. This pattern
is compatible with a m = 2 standing-wave behaviour, like the structure represented in figure
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Figure 4.9 Discharge #30598. a) Power spectrogram of bolometer in sector A; b) phase spectrogram of two bolometers viewing at the same poloidal angle but separated π/2 toroidally.
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4.1. As in the previous example the mode does not extend beyond ρ = 0.7. In fact, there is a
sharp decrease of radial correlation (for a radial separation of only 1.8 cm) when comparing
#2 (ρ = 0.65) with #14 (ρ = 0.74). For this magnetic configuration this takes place in the
vicinity of the rational 8/5.
Figure 4.8b shows the correlation of three equivalent bolometer signals (ρ = 0.5) separated toroidally by π/2 (see figure 4.1b). The pattern exhibits a pure propagation behaviour in
the negative direction, that is, counter the toroidal magnetic field direction. The linear fitting
gives an estimation of the mode number n = ω/(dφ /dt) = −2π × 22/145.6 = −0.95 ≈ −1.
Harmonics of the modes are more commonly seen in deuterium rather than hydrogen
discharges. As shown in figure 4.9 for deuterium plasma, up to 4 harmonics are visible.
However the modes are not necessarily continuous, and their intensities can be slightly
changing. Notice that the first harmonic does not always appear as the most intense one. In
fact, the second harmonic can be more intense than the first one, that in occasions becomes
weak or even disappears. Even the third harmonic in figure 4.9a around t = 1180 ms can
reach the highest amplitude, whilst the first and the second are almost mute.
The toroidal cross phase spectrum is plotted in figure 4.9b using two bolometers looking
at the same poloidal plane but separated toroidally by a quarter of the device. For each
harmonic, the phase doesn’t change throughout the whole discharge, which means that the
toroidal structure is well established and kept although the plasma is evolving. For different
harmonics, the phases vary: for the first harmonic, the phase shifting is around 1.5 radians
corresponding to a mode number n = 1; for the second harmonic, the phase shifting is around
3, which is about twice of the first one, then indicating that the second one has mode number
n = 2; for the third one, the phase is about -1.5, which can be interpreted as 2π − 1.5 = 4.8,
matching the expected mode number n = 3; for the fourth harmonic, the phase is is about
-0.5, which is close to zero, and according to the fact that two bolometers are seperated by a
quarter, near zero phase shifting is indicating that the mode number is 4. Modes that show
harmonics in both, frequency and mode number, are consistent with the basic assumption
of ISW as in Eq. (4.2). However, for the poloidal structure, it is much harder to judge the
poloidal mode number because the bolometer signals are line integrals. We have estimated
that the first harmonic is an m = 2 standing like structure in the poloidal plane, where density
fluctuation shows up and down symmetry with respect to the middle plane. The observed
mode m = 2 may be due to high plasma shaping effect in TJ-II configuration, but further
investigation is needed. Harmonics are barely reported for the GAM driven by turbulence in
the plasma edge; however for EGAM, second and even higher harmonics are measured to
be intense [108]. Nonlinear MHD theory has predicted the existence of a second harmonic
in density fluctuation but not in electric field. However, when nonlinear mechanisms of the
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fast particle population are taken into account, second harmonics of both density and electric
field are resolved [109].

4.5

Density limit for acoustic mode in relation to island unlocking

In figure 4.10a we show time traces from discharge #35503, operated with deuterium, which
is a kind of discharge commonly used in the TJ-II to study the low density (≈ 0.65 × 1019
m−3 ) confinement transition [110, 80]. During the initial density ramp-up phase, the acoustic
mode is observed. The fundamental mode frequency decrease follows the decrease of the
electron temperature in figure 4.10b. The mode coherency and intensity increase as the
density increases, until the critical value is reached. A few milliseconds later (see vertical
grey line on the left) the density reaches ≈ 0.73 × 1019 m−3 , slightly above the critical value.
Then the acoustic mode disappears and is replaced by another mode. According to figures
4.10c and 4.10d, it must have a different nature. In fact, the mode frequency increases with
density and is detected by Mirnov coils and peripheral bolometers. This is the consequence of
island rotation following the E × B flow [79, 111]. In particular, a magnetic mode associated
to the 8/5 helicity rotating at a speed compatible with the E × B drift velocity is identified for
equivalent discharges [80]. The momentum of plasma flow increases with density and, at
some threshold value, islands (say 8/5) can be unlocked. In the present case, the magnetic
mode is detected at an initial frequency of 10 kHz, which would correspond to E × B drift
velocity of about 2 km/s. The tearing mode keeps increasing its frequency until the density
reaches its maximum value. During the density ramp-down phase the situation reverses: the
tearing mode brakes, the islands get locked and the acoustic mode is recovered.
The study of correlation of modes using the bolometer array signals (see figure 4.1)
in the poloidal plane is revealed in figure 4.11. An acoustic mode structure is visible in
figures 4.11a and 4.11c, which is similar to the one in figure 4.8. Obviously it is a m = 2
standing wave behaviour, although there seems to be a continuous propagation from channel
#6 to #4. This could be due to the drawback of line integral diagnostic; however, a sharp
change of correlation sign is clearly seen between channels #10 and #11. The feature of
core localization is also present: the correlations are absent between core and edge viewing
bolometer signals such as channels #14(ρ = 0.74), #1(ρ = 0.82) and #15(ρ = 0.92), and
the values are rather weak for less peripheral channels #2(ρ = 0.65) and #13(ρ = 0.58).
Figure 4.11b gives the correlation structure of the tearing mode that corresponds to rational
ι = 8/5 existing at ρ = 0.85. The correlation values are high throughout all the channels and
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Figure 4.10 Discharge #35503. a) Time traces of n̄e , diamagnetic energy, Hα , hard Xrays and central ECE signal; b-c) cross-power and cross-phase spectrogram between two
bolometer chords with the same impact parameter ρ ≈ 0.5 but different viewing angle; d)
cross-power spectrogram of two Mirnov coils.
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Figure 4.11 Discharge #35503. Correlation of bolometer array signals (see diagnostic layout
in figure 4.1) with the reference channel 4 (ρ = 0.4) for three modes appearing at different
discahrge conditions: a) before b) after c) back confinement transition.
a clear propagation structure is evident. After comparing figure 4.11b with figures 4.11a and
4.11c, the correlation pattern from an island structure, which is rotating and global, is clearly
distinct from that of an acoustic mode, which is standing and localized.

4.6

Discussion

Acoustic modes have been identified in TJ-II as the cause of intense radiation (density)
fluctuations, likely due to plasma compressibility during ECR heating. Unless the magnetic
component is present, no direct mode-induced thermal or fast particle transport is observed. In
order to determine the acoustic nature of these modes, GAM and ISW have been considered
likely candidates owing to their capacity to compress plasma. On the one hand, GAM
is induced by geodesic curvature, which is universal for toroidal devices, and it exhibits
standing wave character for density perturbations in the poloidal plane, but it is toroidally
symmetric. On the other hand, ISW is a longitudinal wave that is expected to propagate
along the dominant magnetic field direction, i.e., toroidally. When comparing with TJII phenomenology, the coherent radiation fluctuations are compatible with standing-wave
structures in the poloidal plane but the measured frequencies are lower than for standard
GAM. This could be understood because the dispersion relation for energetic-particle-induced
GAMs is affected by plasma parameters and the characteristics of the fast particle drive (see
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e. g. [99, 112, 113]), which easily shifts the frequency down. However, the detected modes
show also a toroidal structure: From our toroidal resolution the toroidal mode structure for
the first harmonic must be n = 1 + Nl where l is an integer and N = 4 is the periodicity of
the TJ-II device. Since the closest frequency to the experimental result is found for l = 0, we
have set n = 1 in Eq. (4.2) to draw figure 4.6. According to figure 4.9, the relation between
harmonics of mode frequencies and toroidal mode number agrees with Eq. (4.2). Although
at present these modes cannot be classified as GAM or ISW and a proper dispersion relation
is needed to determine their nature, the acoustic mode amplitude increases when approaching
the low density confinement transition, result similar to the reported behavior of the GAM
observed in the tokamak ASDEX-Upgrade [114] when approaching the L-H confinement
transition.

Chapter 5
Summary and discussion
In this Thesis, three broad types of MHD modes have been identified.
In chapter 2, we have identified two rotation states for the magnetic island: stable rotation
scaling like the ExB drift and unstable rotation with an added diamagnetic drift. Stable
rotation is compatible with stable L- or H-mode states. Using the parameters of the plasmas
here studied the islands are expected to rotate with the ExB drift [115], in agreement with
frequency scaling we have found. Faster ExB drifts related with the steepening of plasma
profiles can enhance magnetic screening and island shrinking [116] during the H-mode,
thus explaining why the rotation modes are strongly weakened despite the larger rotation
speeds. The formation of the barriers at or by the magnetically resonant regions can render
the latter unstable and give rise to bursting-chirping modes. As an indication for theoretical
work, we conjecture that when the barrier resists the resonant layer is thin; when it breaks,
transport flows cross rapidly this layer and establish a density gradient there. The islands
structure grows again (increasing coherent magnetic fluctuations) in an environment where
the rotation approaches the diamagnetic drift in the ExB frame [115]. A rapid relaxation
of the density gradient in the resonant layer provokes the rapid frequency chirping-down.
Owing to continuous energy supply in the centre, the gradients build up anew and the cycle
restarts. Unfortunately, we do not have enough spatio-temporal resolution to distinguish
local density flattening in the resonant locations.
In Chapter 3, we have identified three types of Alfvén waves in TJ-II: HAE, GAE and
MIAE. We have proposed that MIAEs are due to new frequency gaps opened by the existence
of magnetic islands. Furthermore, rotating islands interact with existing AEs giving rise to
new modes of Alfvénic nature. This is important because conventional studies are based
on MHD equilibria without considering islands. However this is an important ingredient
because we have seen that not only new gaps can be opened by the islands, but also the the
resulting MIAE can disturb GAE if they share a common mode number. This is also true for
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rotating islands, which can interact with Alfvén waves, either disturbing them or exciting
new modes.
In Chapter 4, acoustic modes are first identified in TJ-II during ECR heating at low
line-averaged electron density. The poloidal modal structure is compatible with Geodesic
Acoustic Modes (GAM). Toroidally, however, the modes show harmonics both in wave
number and frequency, and they propagate counter to the magnetic field. The modes are
found in the proximity of low-order rationals of the rotational transform and are excited by
fast-electron populations, but they disappear at the onset of −ι -islands rotation. The strong
relationship between fast electrons and mode excitation is evident in discharges where burst
of HXR signals correlate with the bursting behavior of the mode intensity. According to
the theoretical model first proposed by Fu [99], this is an indicator of net energy transfer
in velocity space from the fast electrons –lost from the core– to the wave. Additionally,
low order magnetic islands locked at the periphery are needed to enable for acoustic mode
excitation by fast electrons. It is well known that in TJ-II, the confinement of fast electrons
increases in the vicinity of a magnetic island [106, 27], thus providing a long enough time to
favor wave-particle interaction. Actually, it is known that the population of fast electrons
decreases dramatically when the confinement transition is approached [117], which is when
the acoustic mode becomes undetectable and the island rotation mode becomes apparent.
Note that, after the back transition, the acoustic mode is recovered possibly because the
islands stop, thus easing again the accumulation of fast particles nearby.
In order to summarize, we recall that these studies have been performed in low magnetic
shear plasmas. In these conditions, small islands that are not detrimental for plasma operation
can have impact on both thermal and fast particle populations via MHD. Even if it is still
not known what leads the complex dynamics of transport barriers and related confinement
states, we pose the physics of magnetic islands as a necessary ingredient. With respect to
Alfvén waves, magnetic islands can favor the appearance of new gaps, and also couple with
other Alfvén eigenmode. Finally, owing to the ability of magnetic islands to modify the
distribution of fast electrons, acoustic modes can be excited in their vicinity. If these aspects
can be assessed, toroidal confinement devices may gain a way to act externally on: transport
barrier quality, fast particles through interaction with Alfvén waves and, possibly, plasma
turbulence due to the radial electric field component of acoustic modes. This could be tested
in present-day stellarators (e.g. W7-X) using heating and configuration control techniques.
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